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with Firmness in the Right"
July 12 1919,
New Mexico, Saturday.

"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
Volume

ROY,

XVI.

That "Game"

Mrs Evans Dies

Springer pulled a stunt for the
Ball Game the 4th, It was hard
to decide whether to be amused
or provoked at it. They borrow
ed money and hired the crack
players from Van Houten and
some from Colorado in order to
be sure to defeat Roy.. That was
all right and it would have been
a game anyway but when their
Umpire made it plain they would
have him to beat as well as the
pick of two states in players, the
boys decided to merely go on
through the gam 3 perfunctorily
and get the booby prize, which
was a little better than quitting,
and await an opportunity to play
ball instead of politics.
It is some satisfaction to the
Roy team that it cost them dearly
only
for their hired strangers,
two Springer men played on their
team,-- - while the Roy tsam play
ed, as they have and will for the
season with our own men and a
clean and heady bunch of players
as you will ever find and they
know the rules of the game as
she is played, which is more than
the hired men seemed to know
The Springer people are not
enthusiastic for the game this
season.
Its a little too bad that the
championship in Base Ball locally,
cant be decided in clean and
manly sport instead of by trick
ery, and chicanery.
We hope
Roy's ball team will continue to
play bali, be good fellows and
stay clean in spite of some rather
discouraging methods.
The game ended
in favor
of Springer.
There are many
who saw the game who know
Tilnave peen a good game
ic couia
had they had the encouragement of a square deal and played
ball instead ofJ'Horsc."
One of the comedy features
was the inability of a Ecore or
more of Springer Rooters to name'
;he men on their team.
A $5.
Dili was onereu them to name
their players and none of them
ould do it.

Friends here have been advis
ed of the death of Mrs. Elmer
Evans, formerly of Mills, at
Eidon Missouri, last week. The
body was brought to Deming N.
M. for burial beside their daughter, who died there some years
ago. Mr. Evans is now at Dem
ing and their children, Roy who
recently returned from France
'
youngest
and Brookes the
daughter are at Mills.
Many friends will be grieved
at the death of this splendid
woman.

Celebrations
The Fourth of July was one
e
of the quietest, most sabbath-likAll
clays of the year at Roy1.
scattercelebrate
to
wanted
who
ed to Solano, to Springer, Carrizo
ór to the picnics at the Red River
Canyons and the few who remain
ed at home remained passive.
Solano had a crowd of several
hundred people and provided
entertainment for them, Races,
ball game, platform dance and
program were some of the
features. Many Roy .Mills, and
Mosquero people enjoyed the day

with them.
Carrizo had a big crowd at
thmr fihndv and picturesque
canyon picnic grounds and enter-- .

.
.
.
ii j
tained them handsomely au uay
nnrl most of the niüht.
The Base Ball Fans all went to
Springer for the game and prize
fight. They were the least satisfied of any of the delegations.
Dan Cupid managed the picnic
at the canyons and has kept the
dmns there a secret. It has leak
while the,
. ed out, however that
dinner was the finest ever they
were short of "Spoons." but they
all got back in time for dessert.
--

Sam Strong, of the Floersheim
Merc. Co, attended the meeting
of the Wheat Dealers Association at Amarillo, last week and
has the literature that was
and eiven out there at
the store where he will be glad
to show it and explain it to all
who are interested.
-

8-- 0

Ernest Anderson arrived home
Mnndav from his long service in
France and is welcomed home
by his wife and daughter, and
the babv boy who has joined his
Like
familv since he enlisted.
soldiers
returned
our
of
the rest
he is looking fine and has a fund
of experience which will be useful to him" A host of friends
welcome him home.
Mills Base Ball Team defeated
the Gladstone Team on Gladstone

diamond Sunday, score

13

to 10.

J. B. Duvall of Mosquero,
warrantably proud of the recognition her brother, Col Donald
C. Cubbison, has received at the
hands of the French Government.
He has been tnade a "Chevalier
the
de la Legion d'Honneur".
Army
French
the
honor
highest
can confer for gallantry and heroic service for France during the
Mrs.

is

i

-

in Roy by his friend Sherman
Racey, Monday, with a broken
leg caused by a kick from his
saddle horse. It was a serious
break and the flesh badly lasce-rate- d
and he bled profusely on
the way here. He wi'll be in the
hospital for several weeks with
it.
Dr. T. F. Self took Frank
Hyatt to Dawson Wednesday to
have his thigh photographed
to be sure the
with the
X-ra-

y

bones were properly replaced,
where fractured, as it was a
difficult operation and he wanted to be sure of complete

The Roy Village Trustees met
in regular session Monday evening and attended to rontine work
the allowing of minor bills and
planning a little ahead.
Preliminaries for the drilling
of the town well were arranged
and provision made to remunerate the Village Treasurer more
justly for added work of the
water bond fund .
As Board of Health several
matters were presented and in
vestigation orderd. An effort
will be made to avert an epidemic
of Typhoid again this summer I y
enforcing some simple sanitary
regulations.

-

Raymond
Pendleton,
head
Mechanic at the Liberty Garage,
has been suffering from a bad
case of Erysipelas in his neck.
He has got the best of it with
the help of á doctor and is working a little again.
.

.

Prof. W, Fremont .Osborne,
conductor of the Institute in Roy
has consented to occupy the
pulpit at. the Christain Church in.
Rnv Smuiflv tnr Tmv TTpnrn
'
"
All are urged to attend and

hear an intertsting sermon.
Mrs.

J. W. Woodward and her

A

header-binde-

r

drawn by

a Fordson tractor. It sure ties
'em fast. The wheat is so heavy
that the binder will only handle
seven or eight feet in most places
If John would only drive slower
it would do the work better but
They have
he "Just cant".
about 500 acres to harvest and
plan to have 200 of it in shock
before the rest gets ripe enough
to cut with the header.

daughter-in-la-

fllEV

w

attention
fact that postage was reduced July first to the same rate
as used previous to the war, 2c
on loiters for out of town deliv
ery, lc for post cards.
Remem-- !
ber letters for R. F. D. or Star
Route delivery and letters mailed
on routes for city delivery must
have 2 cents postnge.
Patrons having three cent emtc the

bossed stamped envelopes on
hand may redeem same up to and
including Ju!y 30th' at actual
value in stamps or stamped
envelopes. After July 30th only
actual stamq value will be given
for them.
1 and 2c stamped
envelopes
J. Floersheim started harvest- sold
at the window, have increas
ing his rye Monday, with M. L.
ed in value 12 to 15c per thousWoods binder doing the work.
and.. No more envelopes will be
It is a fine field over most of sold at the old rate of 7
for 15c.
it but the sunflowers got one
The new rate is 6 for 13c and 7
corner.
for 16c.
Wm G. Johnson Postmaster
"SnortyiGobbler"

'Number 26

Installation

EXECUTIVES

Graft that Failed

installation of
the Odd Fellows and
UNUSUAL CAREERS Rebekahs Wednesday evening
attracted all the members who
could be present and the officers
Charles Kurtzhalz and Fred B. Apple were inducted into their chairs
get Known to Thousands of Solwith established ceremonies. B.
diers Assume Control.
R. Reeder was D. D. G. M. for
The public

"Y" HAVE

OF ARMY

officers by

the Subordinate lodge and Mrs.
Grace V. Ogden Deputy President for the Rebekahs, Following the long ceremonial ice cream
and cake were served to all the
members and their guests and a
spirit of F, L. and T. prevailed

Charles Kurtzhalz, newly appointed
secretary of the southern
department, Army Young Men's Christian association, and Fred B. Apple-get- ,
whom Kurtzhalz has selected as
his associate lu control of all "Y" activities in the states of Texas, Oklaexecutive

homa, Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico nnd Arizona, which states compose
the southern military department,
have records of unusual and varied The elective officers installed
achievement before becoming connect- the I, O. O. F, are-E- dgar
ed with war work. Both were formerly associated together at Camp
Floersheim,. N. G.
Pike, Ark.
Al, Üavenport, V. G.
Mr. Kurhhalz, who succeeded TI. II.
Simmons, prominent banker and real Wm G. Johnson Sec.
estate man of Ilillsboro, Tex., as ex- Irvin Ogden Treas,
ecutive secretary, has been a missionary In British West Africa and JaFor the Rebekahs
maica as well as a city Y. M. C. A.
"I
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for

Mrs. Myra O. De Frees N. G.
Al, Davenport, V, G.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden Secy,
Mrs. Emilia Kitchell Treas.
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and children
arrived Monday from Phoenix,
Arizona, called here by the illness of her son, A. Woodward
Tney are glad to get back from
Pete Montoya, of the Roy Pool
the intolerable heat of the lower
Hall, tells us his brother who
altitude.
was reported ' 'Missing in Action' '
in France last November is new
Are you a "Snorty Gobbler','
reported "Killed in Action" a
telegram to that effect' was reA Barn Dance at the Misner
ceived last week. '
home
north of Mills is billed for
This adds another gold Star to
Thursday
evening for the benefit
our list of heroes.
of the Mills Base Ball team.
Messrs. Louis, Nordhaus and
The reputation of the Misner's
Hermann, of the Chas Ilfeld Co,
as entertainers will be fully suswere here from Las Vegas Mon- tained on
this occasion and all
day visit;ng the Roy Trading Co,
who can will be there.
Judging from the inspection they
were making of their property
A great number of the patrons
we are going to guess that there
of the post office are still using
will soon be some building going
3c stamps on envelopes and two
on there that will make that
cents on post cards regardless of
corner look like something.
the publicity I have given re
When the new town well is garding the reduction of postage!
finished there will be a lot of on letters and
cards.
building started.
Again I wish to call

late war.
Col. Cubbison was advanced
from Captain, which rank he had
l)orne sinoe he graduated from
West Point in 1904 to Lieutenant
Colonel and Chief of Artillery in
Gen. Pershing's Staff. After a
visit with relatives at Butle",
Penna. and has been assigned to
the Staff of General Peyton C.
March at Washington, D. C.
John Shamblin and Will Scott
Most any sister would be proud
started harvesting wheat Monof such a brother.
day on John's farm with á down
outfit--12ft
Hyatt of Mosquero wes to the minute

Frank
prought to Dr. Self's Sanitorium

Mora County,

AH, Jand

Í

The lodges are both in a fair
way to progress and have a
number of new members in
sight. They will remove to the
Masonic Hall August 1st and it
will be more attractive for lodge
meetings than the old hall.

Much satisfaction is generally
expressed over the " permanent
injuction secured in the Federal
Court preventing the application
Inspection
of the "Gasoline
Graft" passed by. the last N. M,
state legislature, in the Federal
Court at Santa Fe.
Outside dealers in Gasoline
brought up the case as being
contrary to the Interstate Commerce Laws and sustained it.
We may now burn gasoline
without the feeling that eight
percent of the cost Of it goes to
pensions for political scoundrels
graft money for their expense
accounts and campaign funds
for the next campaign, as planned by the Legislature's owners,
and perpetrated in the name of
"Good Roads".
No sane person expected to
see any considerable amount of
money from the Gasoline Tax
ever reach the Road Fund and
it is due a number of right minded and progressive Republicans
as much or more than it is to.
the Democrats that this righteous
ly

thrown

"Monkey-wrench-

"

has landed among the wheels of
Governor Larrazolo's political
..;
,
'
machine. There wi.l be more of
:v.
i
'
them later and he will have to
more than "Play Politics" if he
psrpeluates himself and his
party in power by such methods.
,'
The time is near when such
Next week the editor of this coarse grafts will be scorned by
rag is going out with Henry tha good men and women of all
Farr's header crew and will be parties and honesty and service
afield till he is through harvest- will go farther than graft and
ing several hundred acres of trickery.
wheat. We may go threshing
that if we get a job to suit O. S. Johnson "The Snorty
after
CHARLES KURTZHALZ.
will run Gobbler" is at the R. R.
Newly Appointed Executive Secretary us. Meantime
right ulong under the manage- Hotel this week.
of the Southern Department,
Army Y. M. C.
ment of one of the , real, editors
'
Jt
. ''V'
while before entering war of the near future, who is new
Mr. "jAppipjiet, now associate ex- in the making, Mr. Omar Keene,
ecutive secretary, was a prominent
Report
to , the effect that
New York writer, editor,- publisher who has about supplanted us in
housecleaning
is planned and is
and business export. Previous to be- the mechanical line in the few
coming associate c.:ocutive secretary weeks he has been learning, and being attempted by some ReMr. Kurlzhalz ht't!
In charge of
publicans in this and other
Army Y. M. C. A. work In two of the who will get out a creditable
largest camps of the southern depart- paper and "On time" which counties, is cheering news that
ment. Camp Pike, Ark., ana Camp counts more with him.
"leaks" to us altho overlooked
Travis, Tex.
by the press generally.
to
harvest
We'il
it
return
after
Mr. Kurtzhalz served as a "Y" secWhether it is really and truly
retary on the Mexican border in 1910 if he doesnt outclass us to far,
Willi American troops who were sta- and you will have a chance
to reform or merely blackmail is
tioned In the lower Itio Grande val"Young America" at yet to be seen, anyway it has
ley from Brownsville to Fort Ring- see what
age
of 16 can do on what a good effect in the general trend
gold. On America's entrance Into the the
be"
of affairs.' We see the logic of
"A man's job".
used to
the men who take the position
better
All the headers on the mesa that they can secure
will start Monday harvesting political conditions by staying in
the Republican household and
wheat, if the weather permits
and it wil- l- We will now te able clearing it up rather than go out
to give the results of threshing from it and leave it to fester.
We have only admiration
for
very soon and expect to have
do
to
trying
who
men
are
the
report.
crops
to
phenomenal
some
this but we dont envy them their
P. T. Gibson, the contractor job.
on the Edgar Floersheim resiWolcott Russell has accepted
dence, has almost completed and
ahead
of
position
with the C. B. Stubble
work
a
has a summer's
Garages
field
at Springer,
losers
Co.
the
him., lie was one of
his
and
and is now getting their acjunt
in the first hail storm
considerably
ing and other matters over
wheat crop is
Pete is making a specialty which he has charge, down to
of c irpentering and farming as Ids kind of system which we
this summer,
know by long business relations
a
with him, is practical and reliable
Many inquiries are being made and often highly original.
FRED B. APPLEGET.
for jobs tit harvesting and the
Whom Executive Secretary Kurtzhalz question of efficiency is the bigR. L. Kellar, of Mosquero was
Has Named as His .Associate.
gest factor now in securing jobs. in town Monday ordering a rear
war lie established the Kzrk of the
There is mu :h which requires axle and hub flange for his
Army "Y" at Camp Pikt, Fort Logan
When he went
skill and headwork in Overland car.
practice,
H. Hoots, (lie Itemount lum T:!;'icrl3
liold, Arkansas. In August, l'.ilS, he the members of a header crew home from celebrating the 4th he
was transferred from the camp
to handle wheat economically and found some one had stolen these
of Camp Pike to take t.'e
expeditiously.
parts from his car and gone with
saine position in- Camp Travis, Tex.,
is
how
knows
who
man
them. The Roy Garage got him
A
finally becoming associate executive
secretary of the southern department, worth a dozn who dont and baa the new parts.
which place he held until his recent
the advantage when crews are
promotion. As foreign missionary he
Henry Farr and wife returned
was located in Nigeria, British West being made up.
Monday from Walsenburg, Colo,
Africa,, for a year, and later he spent
five years In Jamaica, AVest Indies.
T. O, Sot.t has cut and shock- - with a fine big team of horses
He entered city Y, M. C. A. work 15
headyears ago In Columbus, Ohio, later led his field of rye 2 miles north- which he will use with his
"advantage
good
of
is
the
one
to
and
it
outfit
town
serving as general secretary at Colum- east of
er
bus, and at Plttson and DuBoís, Pu.
They were
prettiest sights of the kind to be during harvest.
Mr. Appleget was In newspaper and
shocks
country.
The
had
and
a fine time
any
gone a week
magazine work In New York city for seen in
way
see
tack,
cant
on
you
out
the
camping
35 years, having been editor of
are so thick that
the
oud "Publisher'8 Guide" half way across the field through
run
C. W. B. Leathe'.man
nd a special writer for the American
c
during
their
and they are as tall a3 )rn farm for them
Telegraph and Telephone company. them
absence.
shocks.
.
.,
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THE WORLD

?OREIGN

111

PARAGRAPHS
BRIEF RECORD OW PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

A

Ill LATE DISPATCHES
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OP THE AGE.

Watra Kwrpr Union nwi Barrio.
WESTERN
Six persons

wer

killed and on
badly Injured a mile west of Oxford,
Nebr., when an automobile carrying
a party of seven was struck by a fast
Burlington passenger train at a grade
crossing.

The Union Pacific is figuring on
of the Kansas
wheat crop, which means 57,000,000
bushels, calling for 80,000 cars, according to W. M. Jeffers of Omaha,
general manager of the Union Pacific.
Twelve miners are known to be
dead and three more are expected to
die as a result of an explosion in a
mine of the Rock Island Coal Company at Alderson, Okla., five miles
east of McAlester, Okla.
As a means of reducing delays Incidental to making change in war tax
payments, the San Francisco mint is
working twenty-fou- r
hours daily making 100,000,000 penales monthly, to
go as far east as Chicago,
Altho the supply of men for work
In the harvest fields of Kansas Is normal, It must increase Immediately, and
6,000 workers can be placed at once,
according to an announcement by A.
L. Barkman, director of the United
States employment service at Kansas
city:
t Entire
villages of natives on the
Seward peninsula, Alaska, were wiped
out by influenza last wluter, according to accounts brought to Seattle by
Capt. J. F. Guptil of the steamer Senator, which has Just completed their
first round trip of the season to Nome,
Alaska.
Travelers arriving from Nome say
that indications point to a larger gold
output from this district this season
than last On the benches of the Snake
river, flowing close to Nome, a new
strike was reported to have considerable merit. On Dry creek, flowing thru
he town of Noma Itself, several dredg-Sfjg- "
ouTrnS f xpected to have a profit
able season.
(
Approval of a $40,000,000 state
highway bond Issue byan overwhelming majority was indicated by partial
returns received from every section of
California. The vote was running approximately six to one in favor of the
Issue. The bond issue contemplate
the addition of 1,510 miles Improved
roads to the state highway system and
ihe completion of 830 piles of work
begun under previous bond Issues.
The use of Camps Meade, Custer,
.Bowie, Funston and Jackson and Fort
Oglethorpe as demobilization centers'
will be discontinued after July 10, the
.War Department at Washington has
announced. Camp Upton will be discontinued as a debarkation camp and
Boston and Charleston a debarkation
.ports after July 15, Thjs action was
takhj ft Wis explained, because of the
greatly reduced number of men returning from overseas,
moving

SPANISH-AMERICA-

one-fourt- h

i

An attempt to assassinate Beln Kun,
the Ited dictator of Hungary in Budapest was frustrated by the bad marksmanship of the assailant says a Geneva dispatch.

The former crown print-- of 'Ger
many, according to a wireless press
dispatch from Amsterdam, has renewed his lease on the parsonage of
leringen for another three mouths.
Wheat In all Canadian elevators has
been commandeered by the board of
grain supervisors In order to provide
Greece with 15,000,000 bushels within the next twelve months. No shipments can he made at present without permits from the board.
The Krupp works at Munich have
been sold to Americans, according to
dispatches from Munich quoting newspapers there. It is added several industrial concerns in the Bavarian
capital also have passed Into American hands.
The Paris correspondent says that
Holland, as a member of the Leugue
of Nations, will be asked to inform
the
that he must appear for
trial before an international court or
leav
Dutch territory.
The correspondent further said he understands
the court will inflict either the death
penalty or Imprisonment
"Our flag is here ; our work Is hAe ;
our honor is here. The world must
understand that we will stand by th
allies in seeing the peace treaty carried
out." Tlits declaration was made at
Paris by General Pershing, in connection with the anouncinent of plans for
returning to America the regular army
divisions now serving in Germany.
Two regiments of the military and
a force of police rushed on the palace
and took prisoner President Pardo at
Lima. These forces then proclaimed
Augusto B, Legula president of the republic. Only a few shot
were exchanged and tlieré were no casiiultfes.
Col. Geraldo Alvarez and Gen. A. A.
Cace-res- ,
former president, were the
leaders of this military movement.
Capt. Walter Schula
of Chicago,
111., a member
of the 138th Aero
Squadron, was killed at Coblenz when
an aeroplane in which he was distributing an extra edition of the
Amaroe News, the soldiers' daily
newspaper, announcing the detail's oi
the signing of the treaty of peace, fell
ijear Montahaur, headquarters of the
First Division.
The former German emperor for
the first time in his life has paid
taxes, the municipality of Amerongen
having levied the ordinary taxation
after examining and estimating William Hohenzollern's fortune, For the
first three months of this year the
sum levied amounts to 12,000 guilders.
(A guilder normally amounts to about
40 cents.) This sum, however, was
merely for local taxation. An jncomt
tfi
"PBrRtely by the
wü! U? levled
government.

Southwest

ENDS FLIGHT

News

AT LlliJEOLA

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

GREAT BRITAIN'S DIRIGIBLE
LANDS AFTER LONG
FLIGHT.

Wutern Nwpaper Union Kwa Service.
COMING EVENTS.
Arliona StaU Fair Nov. 3 to 8, 1911.

Arizona subscribed

$4,771,650

for the

General Pershing will leave for home
August or September. General Hunter Liggett commander of the first
army, will be relieved of his command
at his own request as he desires to
return to the United States soon. He
wll be replaced by General Henry Allen, it is announced.
General Pershing's headquarters are being moved
from Chaumont to Paris. A further
step toward civilian conditions was
taken when the army censorship was
JIfted, Brest is now the only port of
embarkation for Americans.
Report!
that vast stores of war materials were
being destroyed by the Americans was
denied by General Pershing. He said
that nothing of value had beQ
scrapped,
,
m ,t

drives, or 102.33 per cent of the quota
assigned to it. There were 22,410 subscribers to the Victory loan within the
state.
Miss DeRosette Thomas, professor
In charge of the School of Home Economics, University of Arizona, 1ms left
for one year's sabbatical leave, which
she will spend in taking further study
and training in the East
William W. Hawkins, whose death
occurred at St. Joseph's hospital in
Phoenix, was the sole surviving member of Major Powell's famous party
which explored the Grand Canon in
18(59.

Arthur B. Clay, who confessed to
having planted a dynamite bomb on
the grounds of a sanitarium near
Phoenix after his advances had been
spurned by Anna Hornberger, a nurse,
committed suicide in a Phoenix hospital.
When the degree of doctor of laws,
"honoris causa," was conferred pon
Dr. It. B. von Kleinsmld. president of
the University of Arizona by the National University of Mexico, It was the
first time in the history of the u'ulver-it- y
that a foreigner had been so hon
ored.

Service was made against seven of
the city aldermen, and Mavor Stone.
representing the city of Clovls, New
Mexico, citing that the officials' must
answer a suit for $352.70, filed against
the city by Mosman, Gano A Slpple,
an auditing firm of Albunueraue.
The
suit claims the city owes the auditors
$352.70 for services rendered when the
city's books were untangled several
months ago.
A sundry civil bill which has passed
the House carried several- - items for
New Mexico. One Item for the nuroose
of dredging and draining in the Rio
Grande irrigation project called the
Elephant Butte dam, carries $1,250,000.
It also carries an appropriation of
$150,000 to commence the construction
of the court house and postoffice
building In Santa Fe and one item of
$89,000 for the same purpose for the
postoffice building at Las Vegas.
Notable Increase In the valuation of
telephone properties In AHzona Is
snown In a compilation of figures b
which the 1919 assessments Will be
based. This report has Just been released by the state tax commission.
It shows that there are now 54,238
miles of telephone wires as compared
to 50,447 a year ago, and during this
time the valuation of all telephone
properties has Increased from $8.212.- 894 to $3,442,370.
The largest valua
tion is for Maricopa county which has
19.155 miles of lines valued at $1,172,-68the smallest is for Santa Cruz
county, which has 733 miles valued at
0;

$47,148.

6--

the War Dpartment.
Air mail service between New York
and Chicago has been inaugurated
service.
The first
with a
plana left New York at 5:15 a. m.,
flew to Belfont Pa., at the rate of
128 miles an hour and there transferred its mall to another plane which
reached Cleveland at 9:30 a. m. In
time to transfer the mail to the regu-

6--

d

6--

Harry Grcb of Pittsburg, Pa., gained
a referee's decision over Bill Brennan
of Chicago in a fifteen-rounfight at
Tulsa, Okla.
Jeff Smith of New York outpointed
Mike Gibbons of St. Paul In a
match at Kansas City, according to the news writers.
Jack Dempsey won the heavyweight
championship of the world from Jess
machine.
lar Cleveland-to-ChlcagWillard In three rounds at Toledo, O.,
With the peace treaty signed and July 4th. Dempsey received $27,000,
liftto
be
the German blockade about
while Willard got $100,000.
ed, wide differences of opinion have
arisen among administration officials GENERAL
Lieut. Jules Biscayart, an aviator,
and International authorities as to
Just when the United States can re- was burned to death at Hemstead, N.
sume commercial relations with Ger- Y., when his airplane, a new typ of
many.
machine in which he was making his
Orders have Just been placed by the Initial flight Ml The gasoline tank
army quartermaster corps for 105,000 exploded.
yards sixty miles of silk ribbon, out
The arrival of Chester B. Canning of
of which will be made the service Poughkeepsle, under sentence of death,
stripes that men who served In the filled Sing Sing's new death house for
war with Germany are entitled to the first time since it was built.
e
wear. The badge carries all the colors
convicts now are waiting death
f the allied countries on a
in the electric chair.
strip, and they blend from a deep purArthur S. Raymond, a mining engiple thru shades of blue and yellow, neer from Joplin, Mo., leaped to his
and then back again. They will be death from the roof of the twenty-storavallaBle for delivery to those entitled Commodore hotel in New York. No
to wear them in about three weeks.
reason for his act is known
Secretary Wilson is asked In a
Dmoustratlng to his friend, Thomas
resolution adopted by the house to Black, how Dempsey knocked out Wilreport the activities of officials and lard, Anthony Waslelewskl of Brooklyn
employes of the labor department In "tapped" Black on the Jaw. Black
connection with the case of Thomas dropped to the pavement dead. WasleJ.Mooney, convicted in California, In lewskl was arrested on a technical
connection with the Preparedness day charge of homicide.
bomb explosions.
car fare will be estabA
The United States employment ser- lished by the Boston Elevated Bail-wa- y
be forced to go out of
vice will-no- t
Company July 10th, the public
existence entirely. An appropriation trustees of the road announced. The
pf $200,000, enough to maintain an or- present rate is 3 cents. It was 5 cents
ganization In Washington, but not suf- when the road was placed under pubficient for a field service, was de- lic control last year.
upon by conference.
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TO CROSS ATLANTIC
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OCEAN.
Wetern Newspaper

Union New

$2,000.

railroad at Fol-sowhich Is the tallest building In
Union county and is said to be largest elevator in the state of New Mexico. The new building is eighty-fivfeet above the ground and twenty-fivfeet below the ground. Over ten car
loads of material were used In its construction and four months' time Was
required by. a large force of workmen
to complete this work. The new elevator cost something over $17,000 and 1
already for operation.
C. & S.

m

e
e
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R-3-

super-dirigibl- e

lighter-thun-a-

ir

minutes, which covered 3,000 miles.
Passing through dense banks of clouds,
irlth the sun and sea visible only at
rare Intervals, the
was forced to
cruise 2,050 miles to reach Trinity boy,
Newfoundland,
from East Fortune,
Scotland, and 1,080 miles from there
to Mineóla.
When the
arrived
here Bhe hud left only enough petrol
to keep her moving ninety minutes
longer, Her crew, almost sleepless for
four and a half days, were weary almost to the point of exhaustion, but
bappy a the successful completion of
their trip.
Haggard, unshaven, their eyes blood
shot from the long vigil and lines of
care bitten deep Into their faces, MaJ.
G. H. Scott the commander, and his
officers showed plainly the effects of
the anxious hours through which they
lived yesterday while they were cruising over the far reaches of Canada
ind the Bay of Fundy, beset by fog,
beavy winds and terrific electrical
Itorms.
"It seemed as though the atmos
phere was haunted by 5,000 devils,"
laid Lieut. Guy Harris, the meteorological officer.
With the
long overdue at ita
destination, petrol supply running low
end buffeted by strong winds, Major
Scott decided while over the Bay of
Fundy to send a wireless call to the
American Navy Department to prepare
to give assistance if It were needed.
While destroyers and submarine
chasers were racing to her assistance,
was plugging steadily ahead
the
pn the way to Mineóla. Once clear of
the Bay oj Fundy, the hoodoo which
ba4 beset tíjejcraft froto íhé time it
foot the air was gradually left In ita
ivake.
headed southwest out
The
cross the Atlantic along the coast of
Maine, her nose pointed for Cape Cod,
with the United States destroyer Bancroft hanging on her tail, and In
wireless communication
with
ber. The destroyer struck close in the
4

JC3

Sure

to'GciJ

super-Zeppeli-

Wrapped to insure its perfect
condition in all climates and

seasons. Sealed tight kept
right. Jhe pertectjium in the
perfect packageT
After every meal

The flavor lasts

R-3- 4

R-3- 4

R-3- 4

con-tta-

nt

rake of the air monster, running under forced draft until Cape Cod was
reached, and then the dirigible cut
icross lota.
was circling the field
While the
It a great, height, Major Prltchard
lumped off with a paracjiute. He land-i- d
saiely near headquarters and smilingly hurried Indoors before an ambulance that had been rushed to the
icene could reach him.
lieutenant Hoyt, U. S. N., the
round officer, had assembled on the
field a force of more than 500 soldiers and sailors ready for immediate
circled lower and
iction as the
lower. When she was only 200 feet
from the ground a huge hawser wai
let loose from under her nose. Britofficers with
ish
American soldiers and sailors shouted
gleefully as they seized the rope and
hung on.
R-3- 4

Army Officer Drown.
Lawton, Okla. Lieut. Col. Harold
II. Bateman, acting commander of the
148th field artillery at Fort Sill, was
drowned in Medicine, creek, on the
Fort Sill military reservation, when he
Magma Chief now operating in the
In the water to save the life
Copper Crek country, near Jerome, plunged
Joe Buckowy, 148th field
Private
of
Ariz., has considerable high grade ore
blocked out, much glance being on the artillery. Buckowy also lost his Ufe.
dump sorted and ready for shipment
Restore Death Penalty.
Good progress has been made at the
mine in the shape of development work
Jefferson City, Mo., July 6. The
during the past few weeks, and a few Missouri Senate met at 12:05 o'clock
more days of work will put the mine this morning and passed the bill to rewhere it can conveniently output and store the death penalty In Missouri by
go to shipping regularly.
a vote of 20 to 1. There was no deWhat. Is thought to be an attempt bate. The Senate engrossed the measto wreck the C. & S. passenger train ure yesterday without opposition.
near Raton, NY M., wa frustrated by
the crew of a freight train which was
Launch Drown Three.
running about two hours ahead of the
Spokane, Wash. Three persons are
passenger. The crew of the freight
found a steel rati on the track and for missing as the result of the overturntunately the engineer saw It In time to ing of a launch on the Upper Twin
miles
stop big train before any damage was lakes, northern Idaho, thirty-fiv- e
done. The rail was a heavy one and east of Spokane, according to teleSix other passenger
would have undoubtedly have ditched phone advices.
on the launch were rescued.
the passenger train.

vator for the

J

8erv!ce.

Great Britain's
the first
machine to cross the
Atlantic ocean, auchored here at
Roosevelt flying field yesterday after
in aerial voyage of 108 hours and 12

Clovls, New Mexico, Is soon to have
a new gas plant. A corporation known
as the City Gas company presented
a proposed ordinance to the city coun
cil to grant a franchise for the manufacture and distribution of gas within
the city limits.

A large machine company of New
Mexico has just completed a new ele-

1

Mineóla, N. Y., July 7.

R-8- 4

A party of tourists en route to Los
Angeles in a car met with hard Juck
near Las Cruces, New. líexlco. Á fot
of grips and bags of clothing were In
he back of the car and in some way
caught fire, completely destroying the
"
baggage and ruining the cushions of
SPORT
- .i . 1 . .
..
1
j lie owner sittiey
Harry Wills won the newspaper de- a.
die cm. nit..
inai iu uua
of the grips was over $2,500 In curcision over Sam Langford in an
rency which was a total loss as all
open-ai- r
bout at St. Louis. ,
WASHINGTON
Roland Roberts of San Francisco, the bills were burned up. After the
Orders for the demobilization of the
Pacific Coast champion, was defeated fire was out the owner drove the car
army by Sept SO to the peace-tim- e
by William Johnston, San Francisco, back to Las Cruces on Its own power
strength of approximately 233,308 offormer national champion, In the fin as the engine was not damaged. Beficers and men authorized by the na- al round of the Pacific
coast tennis side the money In one of the grips
tional defense act have been issued by championship tournament,
the loss of baggage will amount to
eight-roun-

REACHES

airterent war louns during the four

"

In

4

Blast Rock Butte.
Butte, Mont. Explosion of dynamite placed in the entrance of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company' pay
office damaged that and surrounding
buildings in the heart of the business
district. An iron grating was blown
against a building across the street,
narrowly missing a street car.. Windows In nearby stores were shattered,
but the charge, thought by the police
to have been a dozen sticks of dynamite, was not properly placed to do
great damage to the brick and concrete pay office.

'

-
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League.
The Anti-MeINERT MATERIAL IN COAU
C. H. Taylor, president of the Algon
quin clubj 8oid nj a dinner in Boston:
Percentage of Ash and Slate Reached
iwo aged vegetarians were talking,
Total In Ton That Few

Bt thfe

league, about úu aged

Would Believe.

meat eater.
" T saw tlm at the bank yesterday.'
A suggestion has been made by on
sneered the first vegetarian, 'and he
of the large anthracite coal operators"
had the face to tell me he felt like a
that they be permitted to Increase
of Impurities in the coalf
"'Haw,' said the second vegetarian. by 2 per cent more
than the present:
'Haw, haw! I guess he meant a
standard. This means that 1,500,000'
egg.' "
'
additional tons of slate would be scut
to market. To transport this Increased'
amount of Impurities to market would,'
require about 40,000 railroad caraj.
necessitating from two to ten weeks'
for Its delivery. The bureau of mine
Doesn't hurt a bit and Freezona
has estimated that the coal mined in
costs , only a few cents.
the United States, in 1917, had an increase of 5 per cent, as an average
in the amount of ash, taken for the
whole country.
Also, that this increase In ash content meant, an additional loss of 1"H per cent In the efficiency of the power plant. Furthermore, In some of the mining districts'
there was a much higher Increase In
ash than Is Indicated by this average.
As we mined and shipped 544,000,000
tons of coal In 1917, some 27,000,000
tons of this amount were inert material. Chicago Journal.

Lift off Corns!

'

Children's handkerchiefs often look?
hopeless when they come to the laundry. Wash with good soap, rinse in
water blued with Red Cross Bag Blue,

With your fingers ! You can lift off
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn beHigh One.
Mr. Syles I'm going to get myself
tween the toes, and the hard skin cala high hat
luses from bottom of feet
Mrs. Styles I wouldn't, dear.
A tiny bottle of "Freezone" .costs
"You wouldn't?"
little at any drug store; apply a few
"No, dear. They're not becoming.
drops upon the corn or callus. In"Why do you wear them, then?"
stantly It stops hurting, then shortly
"Me wear a high hat?"
you lift that bothersome corn or callus
"Judging from the bills, I never
right off, root and all, without one bit
of pain or soreness. Truly I No hum-bu- knew you to wear any other kind."
Yonkers Statesman.
,

Hia New Excuse.
Resourceful Individual.
Mrs. Flatbush Where have you
"Brown's In luck, ain't he?"
been till this late hour?
"Huh?"
Mr. Flatbush To the lecture, as I
"He used the telephone and electric-ligh- t
told you before I went.
poles around his house in making;
"But you wouldn't be at a lecture as his chicken yard. All he had to bujf

late as tills?"
"Oh, yes I would.
turer stuttered."

was the wire and staples."

Xou see, the

lec-

That'

Different

Visitor "How many men are studyA friend In need always has a hard ing at Lehigh?" Host '18 "Oh
Not
luck story on tap.
half of them." Lehigh Burr.
1

OLD J AGE. STARTS

'

WITH YOUR KIDNEYS
Science ay that old age begin with
weakened kidney and digestive organ.
This being true, it is easy to believe
tbat by keeping the kidneys and digestive organs cleansed and in proper working order old age can be deferred and
life prolonged far beyond that enjoyed
by the average person.
For over 200 year GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil ha been relieviug the
weaknesses and disability due to advance
ing year. Jt is a standard
home remedy and needs no introduction.
GOLD MEDAL Unarlem Oil ia inclosed
in odorless, tasteless capsules containing about 5 drop each. Take them as
you would a pill, with a swallow of
oU tlsulatea tlia kidney

.

old-tim-

wUbTlt

action and enable the organs to throi
old age. New life and strength increase
vu
mo treatment,
wiien
completely restored continue taking a
capsule or two each day. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will keep yoa
In health and vigor and prevent a return
of the disease.
uo not wait until old age or diseas.
have settled down for good. At the first
sign that your kidneys are not working
properly,
to yonr druggist and get a
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. Money refunded if they do
not help jm. Three sizes. But remember to fftik for the original Imported.
GOLD MfiDAL brand, la ald

ja

THE

work is being conducted following the
release of the state from federal quarantine, the courts recently decided
that the state laws providing for state
quarantines are legal, and it is be
lieved that the" final work In Missis
sippi will be successful during the
'
present year.

CATTLE TICK IS
BADLY WALLOPED
'I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

DAINTY
TNT
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FUR

and Coney the Popular FROCK FOR THE
Summer Fashion.

YOUNG

MISS

A.
.
State-wid- e
Law In Alabama,
As a result of the new state-wid- e
States;
Every Ounce of Weight Hat Been
law in Alabama it is
,Y
T
fi
rehoped
Eliminated by the Manufacturers
be
will
state
that
entire
the
j During Month of March.
Joy
A.
Woe
E.
Brings
of
Man
by
In the Seasonable Apparel.
leased from federal quarantine
'
next December, The law requires all
3
i
FhUUps arrived here the other day
county commissioners' courts In
About this season the gay- - little
HOBOKEN, N. J. When Private Roland
)
Mount Vernon from Brest three sorely disappointed mothers ermine begins to change his snow
counties to provide means for
V!
dipping and to require the dipping ol wntched him walk past 'on the dock Mrs. Koland Phillips of Flushing, L. I. ; white coat for a darker one that will
Mrs. Emma Phillips of Evanston, 111.; exactly match the bare rocks upon
cattle every two weeks between April
According to Reporta 1,203,497 Cattle 1 and December 1.
Mrs. It. A. Phillips of Yonkers. Each which he' disports.
For him spotless
Systematic work is being conducted
Went Through "Canal, to Prosper.
had confidently believed that Roland white ermine is out of fashion temIn 22 counties in Georgia, giving
Phillips would prove to be ber lost son. porarily; but it is ermine all the year
Ity" Big Increase Made in
ground for hope that these counties
Phillips became the "mystery man round the whitest of white ermine
Number of Dipping Vats.
will be released from quarantine at
of the A. E. F." when he was found for Dame Fashion ! She cares little
the end of the dipping season. The
wandering in the streets of Paris, a for' the brownish hue of summer
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
victim of amnesia. His Identification
ermine the color that the little anitags were missing, his clothing and mal selects to match his rock back
If the annual battle against the cat
personal possessions gave no clews as ground and most of the dainty little
tie fever tick can be compared to a
boxing match of nine rounds each
to who he was. He was taken to a wraps for summer wear have narrow
month from March to December being
base hospital in France, where It wai facings of ermine at the neck Une. A
a round It Is true that the tick got a
learned that his name was Roland few of them are all ermine; but these,
Phillips. Further than that no one could learn. Mrs. Emma Phillips of Evans-ton- , of course, are the very expensive mod
thorough trouncing In the first round,
whose son Roland was reported lost In action but never definitely bulle els.
and the bell rang with the parasite fig
t
tined as dead, believed she had discovered her boy. Mrs. Roland Phillips of
uratively hanging over the ropes.
White coney is a humble first cousin
Flushing, L. I., was convinced that the "mystery man" was her boy, Roland, Of the ermine, which has managed to
March of this year brought more
reported killed In action. In order to clear up the mystery General Pershing obtain a place In high society. It la
dippings of cattle for the tick than
ordered the man sent home.
not always easy to tell genuine white 1
were recorded In any other March
i
Something in the sight of his native land must have Jogged the soldier's ermine from the soft and really beau
since the federal and state govern
' i
"
.
memory. Anyway, something happened to the delicate machinery of his mind. tiful white coney, though the latter
'
ments began to fight the parasite in i'
In a flash it came to him that his home was in Evansville, Ind. Many report- fur Is much cheaper to buy. Some
1900.
According to reports from all
ers were waiting to talk with the "mystery man," and to them he made the times ermine and coney are blended
states 1,203,497 cattle
announcement that he remembered that much about himself.
in the same wrap and usually n
went through "the canals to prosThe newspaper men worked the wires. They soon discovered that the sprinkling of black ermine tails Is
perity" In March, 1919. This compares
V
I
sug
.
soldier is the son of Mrs. Emma Phillips of 200 Grant street, Evansville. The enough to convey the
with 996,505 In March, 1918, and 720,- - A Cattle Tick Dipping Demonstration,
mother had not heard from her son since Easter, when she received a greet- gestion to an average observer.
552 In March, 1917.
state-wid- e
law enacted by the Georgia ing from him. When she was notified of her son having been found the mother
And, after all, what does it matter,
This year's results came from an eflegislature
its 1918 session becomes suffered a complete breakdown, due to her weakened condition following so long as a wrap Is really attractive
fort to "Dip That Tick In March' effective in at
December of this year, and months of grieving.
and smart? Solid worth in dollars Is
with the object of preventing so far as 1920 may be
the last year of the tick's
Verily, as General Sherman said, "War ia hell."
not the measure of merit In a summer
possible the reproduction of the para
residence In that state.
And he might have added "for the mothers."
fur garment as It is in a winter one;
site. The ticks that were killed In
A
D WMlrrn Ntwapapor Unlonfoairf
In Florida it will be necessary to
grace, daintiness, modlshness are the
March will produce no thousands and
com
work
in
units
conduct
eradication
Mode
Madame
of
requirements
chief
millions of descendants to suck cattle
Good in
Land Army Unit
This charming outfit for the young
and fur that is good enough to pass
blood all summer.
With the flying posed of several counties and for this
Is' required to con
more
reason
time
suggest
cheap
not
lady
actual
is called the "petal frock," and la
muster
and
March,
and with continued
start in
arrangegreat favorite.
said to be
vigorous attacks through the dipping struct dipping vats and make
NEB. Unit No. 1 of the woman land army, three New York girls ness.
The Paris frenzy for short sleeves,
season, it Is believed that the tick ments for systematic work. The people CIIADRON, taken to real farming, has been In Chadron for a month. - It Is
eradlcators have good chances of of Florida, however, are alive to the composed of Miss Ann Marshall, Miss Katherlne Sampson and Miss Linda which is actually such an obesslon
Just now that in Paris a long sleeve NOVELTIES IN SUMMER HATS
reaching their aim of cleaning up 00,- necessity for tick eradication, and the Schroeder.
All Chadron was at the
given to the federal
Is conspicuous, has brought the quesput
000 more square miles of territory this state
girls
It
arrive.
see
to
the
station
tion of summer fur wraps into fresh Fine Straw Regarded as an Excellent
year more than ever has been re government makes It seem certain that them down as of the "city type." And
despite the great area still
Interest. Even a chiffon sleeve Is
Selection as It Can Be Made
leased in one year from the federal Florida,
girls
city
house plants, the Chad- are
under quarantine, will not be the last
warmer than no sleeve at all.
Over Many Times.
quarantine against the pest.
Mifrcus J. Cain
reckoned.
ronites
by the tick.
Very comfortable, at such times, to
Healthy increases In the number state Inhabited
was waiting for the land army. Cain
cuddle Into a fur wrap, even though
In North Carolina the eradication lives 18 miles out of Chadron on a
If you are going to have several hats
of dipping vats available for use also
; but the fur wrap this season, by all means choose one
encour 4,000-acr- e
be
date
the
are shown by reports to the bureau. In work Is being reorganized withclean-upwork
men
seven
with
farm,
and not burden- that is of rather fine straw, and has a
must be feather-ligh- t
aging prospects for an early
ers. Next morning Cain arose to
some to carry about. The wrap build- medium high crown and a medium
work is being con
Final "mopplng-up- "
pilot the New Yorkers around the
ers have seen to this; the little for wide brim. Buying such a hat is real
ducted In South Carolina, from which place &nd show them their duties. But
pelisses and capelets for summer time hat economy, for such a chapeau can
the federal quarantine was removed he was late. The first thing on the
are the daintiest affairs Imaginable. be used over and over again for sevlast year.
schedule had been "milk the cows."
The beautifully dressed skins, soft and eral seasons, because a large hat is al
was
And
cows.
sun-uarmy
milking
the
that
was
out
Wk&J
Cain
found
his
3
It
lust
tit
supple as silk, are lined with chiffon ways good style every midsummer,
PREVENT BIG LOSS OF GRAIN not Cain's only surprise. He found that the army, clad in businesslike bloom
or
with silk mousellne, or very vft. anyway, and a conservative brim and
ers and high boms, was able to do any Job on the ranch on which it was put, lightweight
satin, and summer for crown make the hat. If becoming in
men.
did
quickly
the
to
efficiently
as
as
do
and
It
as
Poor Work of Binder, Shattering Dur and
dispense with quantities of color and smartly trimmed, in good
wraps
He
event.
was
an
Chadron expected a failure. Caln' first visit to town
ing Shocking and Faulty Separator
dangling talis and animal heads or taste any year.
was surrounded by a crowd who waitted to know about his "farmerettes." In
Are Causes.
fact anything that could add an exA pretty brunette who selected a
Shorthorn Heifer, Tick Infested.
Woman's
to
telegraph
the
by
In
sent
words
was
answer
four
Cain's
contained
ounce of weight.
tra
hat
of this type four years ago is still
DepartUnited States
by
Land army in New York : "Send more farm girls."
When not actually In use they most wearing It and having It admired, beMarch, 1917, there were 15,765 vats; (Prepared mentthe Agriculture.)
keep his land
of
can
Cain
how
long
Is
now
speculating
Chadron
Just
on the arm and a heavy cause It has been so easy to make
and in March, 1918, there were 22,879,
Under average conditions the loss of army Intact. There are more bachelors with farms out in this country than be carried
fur wrap on a warm day would be an chic each season. Her hat was origThis year there were 29,255.
grain during harvest Is far greater anywhere else on the face of the earth.
abomination to carry about. But a inally a light gray hemp with a plain
Reports From States.
than Is generally supposed by the av
In the mouth they have been here the girls have won fame for them- little capelet of mole or ermine Hoed crown
and brim, and was trimmed the
erage farmer. Poor work on the part selves, besides experience, admiration and $2 a day w!th board, room and
A summary of the state reports
with shirred chiffon is very different. first year with a three-Incband of
shock laundry thrown In.
during
shattering
binder,
of
the
shows that Alabama with 6,230 vats ing
Wick velvet around the base of the
hauling, faulty work of the
and
has
part
it
tlgh
Nebraska.
of
If
in
army
this
stands
Woman's
Land
;
The
had 143,384 dippings In March Arkan separator, and minor losses at the maSATINE IS AGAIN IN FAVOR
crown, and a gay wreath of field flowany more farmerettes like these three that are already here northwest
sas, 2,301 vats, 13,776 dippings; Florers, such as scarlet popples, daisies
waste of millions of
in
a
result
chine
ida, 1,114 vats, 94,905 dippings ; Geor- bushels every year. With a guaran- Nebraska can take care of them.
The
and buttercups, on the brim.
;
Louisgia, 1,220 vats, 182,704 dippings
next year the same hat was faced with
price every farmer Is offered an
teed
iana, 4,459 vats, 253,129 dippings ;
pink crepe de chine on the under brim,
Incentive to reduce such losses to a Red
Wedding Eloquently
5,553 vats, 128,703 dippings;
and a dainty wreath of blue forget-me-nominimum this season. See that the
Oklahoma, 1,053 vats, 44,938 dippings;
and tiny pink rose bnds was
is in good working order,
binder
South Carolina, 801 vats, 1,447 dip- handle the
Married at 8 p. m., in the Red Cross canteen : Miss Luella Irene
,
which gave It a delicate
trimming
a
using
the
V
pings; North Texas, 4,905 vats, 273,-93-7 tight floor or canvas on the wagon in CHICAGO. danehter of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Powell of Casey, Ia., to Sergt. Don
pastel effect that made It a thing of
dippings ; South Texas, 1,220 vats, hauling, and a demand by the fanner T. Deal of Cedar Rapids. Let Elmer Douglas, the staff photographer, tell of
beauty to wear with an oyster-colore-d
Preliminary and re66,574 dippings.
the wedding which was celebrated at
silk suit. The third season it was
the separator do efficient work r
that
A
organization work was conducted in will save many dollars' worth of grain
the lake front hut. Elmer was there.
colored a soft leaf green with hat dye
He took the pictures, he ate some of
North Carolina.
(of which there are half a dozen good
as well as add to the pocketbook of
the wedding cake, and, did he kiss the
Ample provision has been made In the farmer.
kinds), the pink facing freshly plnk-ene- d
bride? We pause for a reply.
every state for dipping vats, and an
with dye also, and the trimming
"You see the bridegroom passed
adequate supply of dipping materials
consisted of a band of darker green
through Chicago some time ago on his
has been distributed to the counties REPAIR OF PASTURE FENCES
velvet around the crown, which waa
way back to Iowa when he got out of
that will likely need them this season.
embroidered in coarse stitches with
Satisfactory progress in constructing Little Time Spent In Replacing Weak
the war," says Elmer. "The Red Cross
silk in shadow lawn green, purple and
girls gave him such a good time In the
Posts and Tightening Wires Will
vats and in preparing the dipping soa touch of magenta, and it received
Prove Profitable.
canteen that he thought he'd like to
lution was made despite the excessive
the most compliments of all this third
spend the happiest day of his life
rains.
year.
there. So he wrote and asked them if
In Texas, which has the largest (Prepared by the United States Depart
This year this clever home milliner
ment of Agriculture.)
he couldn't come back and be married there and they said yes. Sergeant Deal
Is going to tlye her durable hat a dark,
amount of infested territory, encouragAdvantaee should be taken of the Is going to be a high school teacher at Fort Dodge, Ia.
ing progress is reported from zone
but rather bright blue. It will have
lull in farm work to Inspect and
In
first
territory
"Bv cracky! It was the prettiest wedding I ever saw. So sweet and
includes
the
1,
which
No.
the same pink underfaclng, and the
trimming will consist of a very wide
which eradication work Is to be repair pasture fences. A little time simple and everybody was so nice. They had all the frills, too, you can bet.
planned most vigorously this year. spent from time to time throughout The bride was dressed beautifully with white dress, a big bunch of flowers,
dark blue satin ribbon with a Roman
stripe or two in pink, that will be
Nearly all the counties in zone No. 1 the season in replacing weak posts, and a veil, and everything. First, though, I must tell you how the Red Cross
draped loosely, sash fashion, around
have made appropriations for the tightening or splicing of wire and driv girls all lined up, a double row, for the couple to pass between. MaJ. S. C,
work, and construction of dipping vats IriB an occasional staple may save. Stanton of the Red Cross gave the bride away and then he lent her his beau
the brim of the hat and fringed at the
ends, which will droop from the left
is being pushed as rapidly as possible. much trouble later when the pasture tiful gold sword to cut the wedding cake with. One of the Red Cross ladles
becomes short and the cattle ar had baked It, and it was some cake. It's the first time they've ever had a
side of the brim. The hat will be
temnted by crops In nearby fields. A wedding in a Red Cross canteen."
worn with a blue sport suit and a
strong fence discourages cattle from
d
blouse.
t
attempting to break out, while a lew
Trip
successful attempts may make regulaj
APPLIQUE IS EVER POPULAR
fenee breakers of them. If plenty 01
water and salt are provided and
ILL. Somebody told James Anagnoslopas, a farmer at Geneva,
Method of Applying the Decoration to
fences are kept In repair, usually mm GENEVA,
saw In the paper where he had been sued in the federal court in
Obtain the Most Pleasing
trouble will be experienced unless th Ohleaeo and that It said the case was to be called the very next day. James
Resulta.
pasture becomes very short and thi knew nothing about it, but he went to
Heid3.
cattle are lured by other
Chicago, hunted up the federal buildApplique continues to be as popular
Shorthorn Heifer, Free of Ticks.
ing and went into Judge Carpenter's
and as effective a method of exterior
decoration as ever. There's an interIt is believed that the general dipping DOESN'T PAY TO SPRAY BEETS court.
esting new wrinkle to the latest phase
Clerk Claussen was calling out
of cattle every two weeks will be conof it that you will want to know about.
ducted in nearly all of zone No. 1 dur- Easier to Make New Plantings When names of men who had failed to apUsually the applied motifs are put
pear during the past four years. He
ing the present year.
Attacked by Leaf Spot, EspecialThe newest thing in fashions ia a
d
ly In Small Garden.
reached the name of James Anagnosdress made of that old, despised fab on flat; unusually they are
The Oklahoma state legislature, by
Into position, which gives them
lopas, and James answered "here."
ric atine. It la really stunning, too,
vnnUlnar a snecial annroprlation of S40,
My, what
a sensation About
noo assisted several counties In the (Prepared by the United States Depart
The color la warm yellow and the em the altogether effective look of relief
ment ot Agriculture.)
eight pairs of hands grabbed James at
broidery ia In brown and tan. The work. For Instance, there Is the mornsoutheast corner of the state which
by a leal the same time and presto ! he was In a
attacked
are
Garden
beets
with
funds
to
ribbons are blue, The little hat ia ing glory. It Is cut generously large
raise
unable
seemed
theli rtnncénn vil. Tr nnnpnrK that the
to begin with so as to allow for the
sheer cream lace.
whloh to carry on county work. With spot which materially injures
plnch-tuck- s
so easy to make t missing man had been Indicted four years before and had Jumped his bail
radiating from its center.
this assistance It is believed that Okla growth, but it is
hardlj bond. The government had sold the homes of two workmen, his bondsmen.
fetching idea Isn't limbeets
very
it
that
of
new
planting
And
that
get
Summer.
Neckwear
to
for
position
rid
a
now
in
homa is
the
wasn't
He
spoiled
all.
It
verj
the
especially
he
glories, by any means.
in
Geneva
morning
spray,
of
pays
to
to
neckwear
ited
James
they
questioned
women's
VJZU.
When
of
Manufacturers
of the tick by the end of
small garden. This is practically tru man
are busy adding new ideas for summer There Is many a flower that is more
The Arkansas legislature recently
Then James of Geneva got huffy and demanded hla car fare from Judge selllnir. Novelty waistcoat gulmpesln realistic for this extra bit of handnnnrnnriated $100,000 for tick eraiiica of a large number of diseases. copof
stock
solutions
keeping
By
The Judge sent him to District Attorney Clyne, who sent him to orsrandle. net or lace have the major work.
Carpenter.
tinn in that state, and with the large
Leaves, too, are given more artistic
HttU
a
"hand,
on
lime
Marshal Bradley, who sent him to Commissioner Mason, who sent him back share of representation. Very narrow,
force of federal, state and county em- per sulphate and
on tne steps ana wepi.
mad
sat
down
prominence
for a bit of tucking along
be
cuffs,
easily
James
de
matching
can
trips
round
three
collars
with
mixture
After
dnintv
Bordeaux
again.
believed
is
that
work
it
ployees now at
Bradley,
complained
Marshal
to
objected
and
veins,
and when the tucking la
"RrwiA"
thA
cheap
their
rhnrwoman
the
a
spraj
with
with
wear
applied
up
esDeciallv
and
slimed
for
of
all of the state, with the exception
purchased in anj Mr. Bradley then dug up 70 cents and told James to go back to Geneva and oval neckline, are also regarded as treated to some decorative stitching It
seven or eight counties, will be re- - outfit that can be
promising. FlUIng-l- n oiders in veumgs becomes even more charming.
seed store. Where these sprayers an never even think of coming to Chicago again.
IobhmI from Quarantine next Decern
to think he is ti Indicate that many types are Included
Inclined
is
and
again
home
safely
copper,
Bor
or
the
is
Geneva
brass
of
made
of
not
James
ber 1. The Louisiana forces seem
The Greek Note.
in the current demand. Fancy combito wind ud the tick fight this deaux mixture should not be allowed lucky man, all things considered.
Greek note is strong in the emThe
bt
good enough for him; he never did care for big cities nation meshes,
dots
should
they
chenille
says,
and
is
them,
Geneva,
he
to
ia
stand
they
are
that
indications
year, and the
thoroughly cleansed with clean wate. like Chicago.
and various new drape veils are fa broidery on a recently imported serle
will be successful.
of voile overblousea
vored.
He says he'8 going to take Marshal Bradley s advice.
after using.
Mississippi, where final clean-u- p
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Well its too bad for

the

Commissioners who generously
allowed "Bills" amounting to
some $8,000.00 more than there
were taxes to pay last year but
they could have known of the
most righteous law which was
passed with teeth in it. to prevent
just such things. We are sorry
for them and their bondsmen
but we cant excuse their act nor
regret the penalty. Had they
managed county affairs as they
would their own it wouldnt have

happened.

Immense are the issuse that
now emerge from the realm of,
abstract idealism into the arena
of practical politics with the de
mand for the ratification of the
treaty, not by the United States
Senate merely, but by the
sovereign people of the great democracy of the West, which now
more than ever, is the hope of
humanity. The crisis is one
comparable only with that which
arose in regard to chattel slavery
with the election of Abraham
Paul Tiner in
Lincoln.

M

"1
1

Buys Tractor

1

Walter Ross, of Solano, has
purchased the last of the car of
8 Fordson Tractors received recently by the Roy Garage. This
makes a dozen ' Fordsons now
owned and working daily on this
mesa. It is estimated there are
about sixty tractors of various
kinds now on the mesa and
another car of Fordsons will be
here for sale as soon as they can

t

And now the managers of the
big Fight feel called on to insist
fight was
the Dempsey-Willar- d
on the square.
They will have a lot of trouble
in convincing most people of , it
and many will now accept Jack
Johnson's tip as to the winning
of the Championship by Willard
Common sense tells us that he
had a friend out taking the long
odds that he wouldnt last four
rounds and cleaned up a nice
pile of cash that will take the
place of fistic glory.
Of course the fans will be
cuddled into faith in the cult and
be ready to bet their money , on
the next fight but everybody
wont.

We'd like to show some of our
friends who are farming $200-ain Iowa, the wheat
acre-lanrye and cron fields of this mesa
at the present time, There are
hundreds of fields from which
the crop this summer will be
worth three times the selling
price of the land it grows on.
We call attention to those who
stili think this is a "Range
country" to the fact that it
would take prairie grass at 5cents
an acre exactly one thousand
years to produce as much money
value as one acre of wheat at 25
bushels produces this year.
Of course neither of these
classes will allow themselves to
believe this now but it is true
just the same.
n

When the political issue gets
to be rocognized as a contest as
to which party can best serve
the cause of justice and liberty
instead of which party is the
most unscrupulous in its methods
of getting in power, Democracy
will have more nearly found its

Serial No.

possible-a- nd

20

Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

give the best in "after, service when

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Church.

required.

presence is necessary.

Loans and Discounts, except those shown on (b)

2

Overdrafts,

3
8

(c)U. S. Bonds -- Owned and unpledged
Furniture and Fixtures

9

$178,300.10

unsecured,

$3,855.03

b Net amt. due from Reserve Banks,

$32,116.95

12

Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other than included in 10 and 11,

16

$1,925.08

b Fractional currency,
nickels and cents,

$197,-- 0

-

$569.50

Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus fand
Undividad Profit j
(c) Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid,

$15,000.00.
$24,000.00

LIBERTY

Payable after 30 days or subject to 30 days notice-3- 5
$28,193.61 V
Certificates of deposit,
t
$28,193,61
v
Total of Time deposits,
"
$225.615.03 '
.Total,

3r

p.m.
MILLS

Chas Wright lost a nice mare
which was lacerated in a wire

at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

3rd Sunday

fence.

Methodist Episcopal Church
Abba Woodward and family
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
who have resided in Arizona,
One of the most enjoyable have returned here to make
Regular Services as follows:
social events of the season was their home.,
1st Sunday at Newton School
,.v
,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
Ja's Christman last Sunday, the Several from this community 3rd Sunday
at Roy Christian
occasion being in honor of their attended the picnic at Carrizo
11 a m and 7 :30 p m
Church
daughter Norma Lou's- - first the 4th.
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
birthday.
11 a m and 7:30 p ra
babies
and
guests
their
The
The two little Case threshers
home
arrived at the Christman
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,
received last week are still on
at 1 P, M. A three course lunch the car on account of contention
was served to the babies, the over Freight charages7 A differ
BAPTIST
house and table beautifully deco ence of over $80, exists and will
Sunday
in each month.
rated. After the babied par- be threshed out "before- the First
' cáurse
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
ents were served a three
machines will be accepted.
luncheon served, cafeteria' style.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
The babies were handed to
Good Advice.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
the different mothers and the Speak of your happiness to the man
is less happy thanou are after
fathers were contestants guess- who
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
you have done sohiething to make him
ing whose they were, this was a happier than he Is. Exchange.
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
source of much amusement,
Chas Wright being the only
gentleman who recognized all Fresh Milk Cows for Sale, in
CATHOLIC
the babies.
O. A. Butler
quire of
each month 2d"and
twice
Mass
w3pd
Each mother was given a
Route 1 Roy, N, M.
Sundays
4th
at the Catholic
booklet containing the name and
M,
N,
Roy,
Church,
age of each baby present as a
souvenir.
Masses: 8 andJlOa m.
Farm for Sale
The most inierebting part of
Service at 7 30 p.m.
240 acres, a mile and a quarter
the program was kodaking the from Roy, 14 acres beans planted
Rev. Fr. Felix VachoN, )
babies, some were so cheerful,
Pasture leased all goes for $11.50
Priest in charge,
others were not.
per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
The babies who enjoyed Nor- Laney
at Jno. Schneider farm
ma Lou's hospitality were:
LODGE DIRECTORY
Roy. N, M,
Stanley Willis Seright, Mark
also
ground
stono
on
for
a
A. F. & A, M.
Sylvester Coleman, Alice May Has
house, Water at 20 feet at
large
Wright, Monnie Alva Wright,
ACACIA LODGE NO. 53
Pausey Linda Sháfer, Helen many places. Buy it before July
20th, $11.00 an acre!
Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month
Russell Holmes, Opal White,
.

,

;

'

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
ss
COUNTY OF MORA,
We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge
and belief.

.

Signed- :H. B. Jones, President,
C. L. Justice, Cashier,

.

Correct Attest,
S. Floersheim,
Director,
C. L. Justice, Director,
H. B. Jones, Director,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of
July. A. D. 1919.
JACOB FLOERSHEIM,
Notary Public
(SEAL)
April. 4 1923.
My commission expires

M ower Repairs
In Stock
One Grain binder slightly used,
Good as new at sacrifice One
2nd hand Grain Drill, two 2nd

hand wagons at bargains.

International and Oliver
and Disc cultivators,
Grain Drills and Corn Binders
in stock. Get our prices on any
thing in the Implement line.
6-sho-

vel

Luella Benson, Daniel Lee Canon,
Myrtle Erline Canon, Aifred
Mathew Davis,
Ross Ogden
Lucas, Clyde Wallace Mitchell,
Bernice Irene Mitchell, Jose
phine Mitchell, Sovola Marie
Mitehell.
Win Wright has returned
home from his visit to Kans.

Tracy Mitchell and his
sister of Dawson are spending
their vacation with their grand
parents Henry Mitchell and wife.
Mr.

W. G. Woodward of Phoenix,

We handle windmills and
supplies.

Roy Trading Company
"A pleasant place to trade"

VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at

J. W. Beck, Manager,

$572.89

Individual Deposits, subject to check $157,848.53
State Deposits
County Deposits
Total of demand deposits,
$157,818,53
Items 27 to 34

-

.

Proprietor

(incorporated)

$572.89

Time Deposits,

.

.

C.BSTUBBLEFIELD & Co. prAnrL'f

Demand Deposits
27
32
33

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

and LIVERY
New Mex.
ROY,

$225,615.03

Liabilities
20
21
22

CHRISTIAN

oy Garag e

5,619.50.
-

.

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.'

$2122.78

Coin and Currency,

Total,

Mrs. Myra 0. DeFrees, Sec'y
Meets at the Christian Church,
Rov, N. M every Sunday even-

$500.00

Real Estate, other than Banking House,

15

Mr. F. A. riARGENT,, President

$2,600.00

11

Supt.

Y. P. S. C. E,

$25.20.

a Outside checks and
other cash items,

Abernathy,

G. R.

1

ideal.
Man and the Lower Anímala.,
Only about 6 per vent of the low et
tinlmals ore defective at birth, a roach
tower ratio than among human

-

I

";J
Almost a Panacea.
Apples are useful in nervous dyspepsia, they rt-- nutritious, medicinal, and
vitalizing, they aid digestion, clear the
voice, correct the acidity of tfee stomach, are valuable in rheumatism, insomnia and liver troubles.

buyers to place orders without delaye. Buy a Ford
car when you can get one, We'll take good care
of your order get your Ford to you as soon as

Report of the condition of the Roy Trust '
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
June 30, 1919.
the close of business

bone-head-

their salaries yet and" nothing
The
would have been done.
Congress of the U. S. would be
a sorry bunch to depend on when
a world crisis was on and it need
ed executives instead of política',
windjammers.

,

i

STATE BANK REPORT

d

s
And now one of the
in the National House has discovered that President Wilson
had six advisors and they planned the war as it was put accross
and Congress only ratified their
plans.
Too Bad! If Wilson had only
left it to Congress instead of
getting some men with brains
to help him plan, they would
have been arguing and drawing

Swimmer.

phalted streets.

Resources

kind of Politics
we know of for the right minded
Republicans of N. M. to reform
the practices and methods which
once put the Democratic party
here in the ditch and have very
nearly landed the Republican
party there. Just and honest
government is what the people
want and they dont care so much
what the name of the party that
administers it. There are some
Republicans whose names should
not be mentioned along with reform however.

Fart

The fastest fish Is said to be the dot
phln, which can swim short dl
tances ot the rate of 25 miles an hour
Dangerous Natural Gat.
One of the disadvantages of natu
ral gas localities is that the filtered gas
has practically no odor and leakages
are, therefore, undetected. Gas his
been discovered to be nearly always
present In buildings fronting on as-

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Its no longer necessary to go into the details
describing the practical merits of the Ford car
everybody knows all about' "The Universal Car."
How it goes and comes day after day and year after
,
year at an operating expense so small that its won-derful. This advertisement is to urge prospective

be secured.
The demand is
such that all dealers have to take
Dearborn Independent their turn at getting them,

,

It is the best

(

SPANISa-AMERICA-

Arizona is seriously sick at the
home of his brother Joe Wood
ward.

Grant Wortman of Chicago is
spending his vacation with his
át the ranch.
Wheat harvest is on an,d the
farmers are very busy, crops are
looking fine.

F. S. Brown, W.

El Dorado Hotel

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

M.

..

All Masons welcome.

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E.sLas Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the'
Main Business District

Tourists and

Attorney

at Law

Careful Attention
Entrusted

Given all Business
to tne
ROY

NEW MEXICO

wel-

come.
E. J,

Floersheim, N.

.

G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Wm, G.

right place.

B. LUSK

Prompt and

,

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

J.

I. O. O.IF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Rebekah

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V. Qgden, Sec.y.
Visiting

térs Veicome

"

THE

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,
ROY,

.

"

physician in Charge.

Notice of Sale
In the Justice's Court, of F.H. Foster
Of Mora County, New Mexico.
C. B, StubbleSeld Company,
Plaintiff
v.
Defendant
J. A. Winters,
Roy Trust & Savings Bank
-..-

Intervenor

. That

NOTICE IS HEREBY
under and by virtue of the Judgment
and execution in the above entitled action, I will, on the lirst diy of August, 3919. at the hour of ten o'clock in
the forenoon, in front of the Roy Garage, at Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, offei for sale and sell, one Dodge
GIVEN:--

Brothers Touring Car, that being, the
property attached in said action, for
the purpose of raising the amount due
on the judgment in favor of plaintiff
being One Hundred, ninety nine dollars
($199.00), debt and $31.00 costs, amount
ing in all to $230.00 and the judgment
in favor of the iutervenor being $112.00,
the judgment of plaintiff drawing interest from June 4th, 1910, the date of the
judgment, at the rate of six percentum
and the judgmont of intervenor drawing interest from said date at the rate
of twelve percentum.
The said property will be sold to the
highest aBd best bidder for cash.

TOOO

FIFTY
:

;v

sien Fen

'fc

.

..

oldfera In Camps Organizing Farmers' Forums Are Being Aided
by Army Y. M. C. A.

Farmers' forums composed of soldiers desiring to establish homes ani
farms on land provided by the govern
milisient are belnf organized in
tary camps o( the Southern depart
merit, comprising" Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico and
Arizona by the educational department of the Army and Navy Y. M. C. A.
Groups of soldiers comprising the
forums meet regularly In the Y. M.
C. A. buildings and discuss the questions Involved in their efforts to get
lands In various states and the ways
and means of developing the lands
after they get thern.. Literature from
the. department of the Interior and
the agricultural departments of the
states being studied is obtained and
n digest of It given to the groups by
different members.
S. N. Craig, representing the depart
ment of the Interior, has been largely
Instrumental In formulating the plan
of operation followed by the soldier
farmers and farmers-to-be- .
A series
of addresses was given by him In the
camps of the Southern department in
tho "Y" buildings, during which he
outlined the course to be pursued by
the government In assisting soldiers
to locate on unused government lands
In various slates.
More than 50,000 soldiers have
signed the applications for the government hind which wHl be available
after congress has passed the bill containing the recommendations of Secretary of the Interior Lane, according

sua

Bank
With
The

urn

T

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
tK AA

tCS

4 1- -

Roy

;

Tin shop,

itsauua per wctft.-

It

Lessons by Appointment at
my residence near Jud?e
Foster's home.

Trust
o

Pays

&

Farm For Rent

Savings
Bank

te

320 acres well improved,

good
well, 58 acres under cultivation.
Immediate possesion given,
wheat crop to harvest and thresh
on shares, inquire at the
S--

"The Bank of Helpful Service"
-

Baum Bros

A

1-

office.

Its many safeguards for the peoples money:
Its Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over $48.000.00
Its alert Board of Directors
' Its Conservative Policy

Closing Out

at a Bargain
P. & O. Farm
Implements,
Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks

2-- w

'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas i'ipe
Cream Separators

Born Together.
Boldness and power are such insep-Arabcompanions that they appear
to be born together; and when once
divided, they both i?rcr.y r.r.'! C;e s.t
ihe same time. II.t.í v Venn.

le

Are for
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
Department of the Ir.tf rior, U. S. land

YOUR

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
ROY,
New Mex.
MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Good

NEi-N'W-

make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above de
oner, at Solano is still on the scribed, before F. H. Foster, U S. Com
work missioner, at his office at Roy, N. M.,
j job and ready to do all the
on the 14th day of July 1919.
from Mosquero, Solano and sur
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mora, New Mexico
rounding territory. Soldier and
M V. Baker
A. J. Baker
J. J. Dimness
Always go R. It. Lea-Sailors
free.
work
Complete
Index
to
All
Lands
to Mr. Craig.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
All of Roy, N. V.
"It Is gratifying that so many of and Town Property in Mora to your nearest Commissoner.
Constable.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register
the soldiers have Indicated their de- County.
Office at my home 4 miles S.W.
sire to take advantage of the opporSoano.
NOTICE FOR rUBUCATION
cf
Don't Breathe Either, Girls.
tunities to be provided under the proaverage
Cynlcus The
girl can keep visions of the new law," said Mr.
Solano.N.M Department of the Interior, U. S. La:-,- !
J. P. Mills,
ine uooster.
her engagement secret Just about as Craig. "The ultimate success of the
Unlike most other marine animals,
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
long as she can the fact that she's plan depends upon the follow-uwork the lobster is not truly migratory
May'28th 1919
in
Orbs.
Militant
been eating onions. Boston Tran- that will be done by the farmers' fo- its habits.
remains on about the
It
hereby given that
is
Notice
From a story:
"Her unyielding
.
script
rums in the various camps being
same ground, it is believed, from year
glance went fiercely over the top and James J. Campbell heir for the heir?
with the aid of the Y. M. C. A. to year, coming Into
shallower water grappled
mortal combat with his of Ellsworth J. Campbell Deceased of
leaders."
In spring and returuing to the less acpublication
Notice
domineering
sneer." Boston
Camp Travis, San Antonio, Tex., or- cessible depths in autumn.
Tran- Kephart N. M. who on Mar. li 13th and
script
ganized the first farmers' forum.
Add'l Sept, 7th made H E- No.'021i
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
65 and No" 022488 for Lots 1, 2,3,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sec, 1 T. 21 K
DEMOBILIZATION
June. 9, 1919,
Range 29 E
Notice is hereby given that
.? y
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Randolph H. Holt, of Bueveros, N. M.
of intention to make Final Three Ycc:
LIEU HOW
OF
Proof, to establish claim to the lc:.o
who, on Dec. 15, 1913 made II. E. no
Sec. 34, SWJ-S-017071, for NW.-NE- .
above described
AT A STANDSTILL
and
Sec. 27, Twp. 21N,
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commisticn
Range 30E,
N. M. ,
er at Roy N. M. on Ju'y 14, 1919.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to Only 400 Remain In Southern
Claimant names as witnesses:
DeparEmploys only Expert Mechanics in all Lints
make three year proof, to establish
A. T. Carter
VV. H. Gay
on
Mexican
tmentActivity
claim to the land above described, beGeneral
Blacksmithing;
Lyell
Hazcn
Shoeing;
Han
y Smi'1,
Horse
Repair
Work
.
Boeder.
fore Register and Receiver at Clayton,
Expert Wood-Wo- rk
;
all of Kephart N.'M.
D. WADE, Mechanician.
J.
New Mexico, on August, 12 1919.
San Antonio, Tex. Demobilization
PAZ VALVERDE,'
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Army Young Men's Christian asso
2
Register
every kind of Power Equipment.
elation secretaries In the Southern MiJohn Gallagher
John Baca
Pedro Tixier litary department has about reached a
Rafael Tixier
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
standstill for the present, according te
of Bueyero?, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
J. H. Eckford, departmental superviso!
PAZ VALVERDE,
Vt
Umce at Clayton, New Mexico,
About four hundred
Register. of personnel.
May 28, 1919
Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
wearers of the Red Triangle remain In
Notice is herehv crivpn that
the six states composing this departFrank Salamon oí Roy, N. M. who on
Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
ment, more than six hundred having
March B, 1914 made H. E. No. 017585
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
been released since the signing of th
Repair Work, Oxy-Acelene Welding,
for NWi; Si NEJ: El SEi Sec. 27 T.
Is believed that, with
armistice.
It
23
N Range 25 E. N.
Cylinders
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land the numerous camps in
and
Bearings
by
Trued
the newest
the department
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
M. P. M. has filed notice of Intention
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
demobilized down to practically tho
June 9, 1919
f
to make final three vpnr
tn a.
smallest possible working forcé, couAll Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Notice is hereby given that KX3Xm pled with the demands
tablish claim to the land above deof the regular
Mamie E. Wardell, formerly Mamie E army men and the returning soldiers
scribed, before W. H. Willcox. JJ. S.
We handle all FORD-PART- S
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
Coldiron, of Roy. N.M. who, on June from overseas, there will be a need for
at List Pric- e- Made
on July 11, 1019
19, 1916, made H-at least four hundred secretaries for
ho. 022344 for
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.
Claimant names as wit.neiAn
at
several
least
weeks.
J
and
Antony Patricks Stanislaus Rychlewski
Seventy secretaries are serving the
Sec. 29 Twp. 20N, Rng. 28 E.
The
famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGIIT'
Elmer V. Neil
Harrv Welch
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of towns and outposts along the Mexican
U TIRES and Tubes, 5000 - mile guarantee.
M.
I
border,
acphase
Y.
this
A.
All cf Roy N.M.
of
C,
intention to make Three Year Proof
PAZ VALVERDE,
to establish claim to the land above tivity gyjng een majerlaTTy enlarged
Register.
described before F. H. Foster, U. S. since the armistice. Apparently 2,000
Liveryj
Auto
Cars
and
Housed
Cared For at
.Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, miles of border territory inflow bng
covered", the greater' parí of It by itinReasonable Rates.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
on August Stli, 1919.
erants In light delivery cars, In which
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
th$ Sectaries, jajjy I full supply of
Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
C V Coldiron
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Pat Ledoux
books, Btauonéry, portable motion pj
'
Its Our Business to Fix Them.
J O Gambrel
WTCold'ron
ture machines, athletic' efpmeflt. In
May. 28 1919.
7 26
a number of the isolated villages where
all of Roy, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Jacob
troops are stationed the Y. M. C. A.
PAZ VALVERDE,
J. Digness of Roy, N. M. who on Dec
IT.
j
hut
is the only entertainment feature
Register.
16, 1914 made H.E. no. 018947, for Lota
(
,
and the soldiers share their privileges
i,
and 2, Sec. 6 Lots
;
Every
with the civilian populations.
Sec. 5, Twp. 19 N. Rng. 25E. N. M.
border outpost is now being reached
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
P. M. has filed notice of intention to
by the "Y" men, and the work will conmake final three year proof, to estab
long
to
soldiers
as
as
are
there
C
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land tinue
lish claim to the land above described,
serve.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
before F. H. Foster, U. S, Commis
June 9 1919
sioner, at his office Roy, N. M., on
Y. M. C. A. ENLARGES
Notice is hereby given that
on July 11 , 1919.
WORK IN RUSSIA
Nue Trujillo, of Roy, N,M., who, on
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
no. 019914 for
April 26, 1915 made H-G. Johnson
Wm.
Aldels
Frank
Sec. 10 and NE1-NE- 1 Doubles Personnel In
NI SEJ; SEJ-SE.O. H. Redd
Remijio Lopez
Large Sums
Sections
Sec. 15 Twp.l9N. Png. 2iE. N.M.
,M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
All of Roy, New Mexico.
Expended.
Being
P.M. has
PAZ VALVERDE,
filed notice of intention to make Final
An urgent cable has been sent from
Register.
claim
establish
Three Year Proof ta
Vladivostok to the Y. M. C. A. nato the land above described, before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at tional war work council headquarters
in New York requesting that 200,000
office at Roy, N. M., on
NY
ALL
STORE
THE
English comedies
feet of
Department of the interior, U. S. Land
.August 4, 1919,
and dramas and an enormous reperOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
films
be
Russian
rushed
of
titled
toire
May 28, 1919
Sandoval
Roman
Sandoval
Julian
to that part in addition to 725 reels of
is hereby given at
Notice
Jose Leon Romero Juan D. Romero committee on public information eduElizabeth H. Vigil, formerly Elizabeth
cational films.
All of Roy, New Mexico.
H.
Lohstroli, of Mills, New Mexico,
In response to appeals made by the
PAZ VALVERDE,
who on April 24 1916, made Homestead
government
allied
Omsk
other
and
Register
Entry No. 022078 for the Si SEJ; NWJ
authorities, the Y. M. C. A. has doubled
t All Popular Drinks and Ices
Russia,
SEi; SWJ-NEits personnel in
Lots
See. 7 T. 20 N. R. 25E" N. M.
and has enlarged the scope of its work
proportlonátely. There are now 97
P,. M. has filed
Night Air Not Dangerous.
EASTMAN FILMS AND SUPPLIES
KODAKS AND
There is still a prejudice among American Red Triangle workers in
notice of intention to make Final Three
some Against night air. For that rea- Siberia and 50 on the- arctic front in
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. H.
son some foolish people sleep with European Russia. In addition there
DAILY PAPERS
MAGAZINES
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
their windows closed. Night, air 18 are more than twice this number of
office at Roy N. M. on tha 0
not dangerous. On the average It is Russian and Czech secretaries.
The national war work council is
more pure than that of the day In
lllh day of July, 1919.
malarious sections exposure at night now expending 150,000 a month for
Claimant names as witnesses:
OF
LINE
A COMPLETE
r.iny be dangerous, not becaustt the" Y, 11. O. A. work among allied and
Henry Lebert
Jose C. Maestas
fn
troops
Siberia,
an
and
American
air Is bad but because malarial mosOtto Lostroh
John McCrystel
quitoes bite only at night. The dan- Additional $50,000 a month among the
of Mills,
of Roy, N. M.
ger is In the mosquitoes, not the air, troops la northern Russia.
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY, Roy, N. ltex.
I..
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commss
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Department of ths Interior, U. S. Land:
Qllice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Jun 12, 1919
Notice is hereby piven that
Natividad S. de Mains, widow of
Mares, (deceased) of Roy, N.MJ
who, on April 15, 11-J- and Occ. 10, 13b
made himesitead eniiif no'?. 02C963 &&
024048, for
and El SEJ Sec.10;
a:id Wl NWi;
See. 11, Twp.
20N. Rng 2 IP,
M. M. F. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three ifear
Pioof, to cctablirh cla ::i 10 the land
above described, Lefore
J. S. Commissioner, at his office art
Wairen Moui d, N. M. July 30th, 119
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan de Mata Marer, Roy, N.M- -.
Juan Ma st $,
Esp?to Luj.-Leandro Valdez, Wajron Mound, N.M. .
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Notice is hereby (riven that '
Oscar H. Redd of lioy Mora Co, Nnv
Mexico who on Di-.21, 1911 ri;i(ie
Homestead Entry No. 019061 for N lj
SEi;NVVJ-NE;Ei-XEl
See. 11 NV
i;
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Sec. 12, T. 19N, R. 25 IC, New Mexico
P. M., has filed notice of intention tr
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Daphne scuttered tor the subway as
a fugitive rabbit to Its burrow. But
she was not a rabbit and she felt suffocated In the tunnel. She could not
endure to be quiet In the presence of
so many goggle eyes like aligned buttons. She left the train at the next

MMSel

"Who has? What of It?
paying anybody."

Nobody's

"But I had an urgent letter from
your bookkeeper, or somebody."
"Don't mind her. She gets exclt';d.
Nobody pays me. You come In and
get another gown and you'll catch a
millionaire with It."
It was hard for Dutilh to keep his
clients clear in his memory.
"But I can't afford it"
"And I can't afford to have my chil
dren going round in last year's rags.
You do as you're told and come around
next week. I'll get my money out of
you some day. Trust me for that.
Leila felt a rapturous desire to kiss
him and call hlra names of gratitude.
He was generous by Impulse and pa
tient, and nobody's fool at that The
thoughts of tailors are long, long

"Show me."
.
Clay Wlmburn came In

after

SPANISH-AMERICA-

dinner.

His protests against Daphne's project
were louder than Bayard's, with the
added rancor of Jealousy. But he had
no substitute to offer.
She forebore to tell hlra of the Gerst
affair. He was deep enough In the
mire. He went away a little later and
she returned to her cubbyhole with
the Chlvvlses.
Those were black days for all Amer
ica, suffering under the backfire from
the sudden war and from the long fatigue of hard times. There were weeks
of dread lest the United States be
sucked Into the maelstrom at a time
when It was least prepared In money.
arras, or spirit. Never, perhaps, In hu
man chronicle had so many people
looked with such bewildered misery
on so many people locked In such
multifarious carnage.
At such a time, as In an epoch of
plague, there, came a desperate need
of a respite from woe; soldiers sky
larked in trenches; war widows
danced In gay colors; festivals were
held in the name of charity; frivolities and vices were resorted to that
good souls might renew themselves
for the awful work before them.
It was In such a mood of Imperative
demand for cheer of some sort that
Tom Duane swam back into' Daphne's

station and walked rapidly to Fifth
avenue, and up it homeward.
gloomy sky.
She walked rapidly for the comfort
Daphne had come home after a
of the restlessness, but there was no
morning of rebuffs. She was heart-sor- e
comfortable destination ahead of her.
and footsore, in shabby boots
She found Mrs. Chevvls at homo with
her disconsolate husband. Daphne
that she could not replace. She was
called to the telephone, and Duane's
dared not tell them Just yet that she
voice chanted in her ear with a tone
had lost her place. She would tell
of peculiarly comforting melancholy,
thera when she got another one. For
fear that they might ask why she was
That you, Miss Kip? This Is me,
home so early, she went down to Bay
Mr. Duane. Poor Tom Duane. Poor
thoughts.
ard's apartment
Tom's
I came back to town
Daphne sat thinking, but not of unexpectedly early. I have something
She wanted to tell Bayard and Leila
what had happened. It was safe, she clothes. The labor problem bad al Important to say to you. Will you
felt sure. Bayard would never attack most defemlnlzed her. She was tud
take a little ride with me in my car?"
Gerst. He would be more likely to Ing the models as they lounged about
"Why not?" she said, with a laugh,
rail at Daphne for bringing the trou the shop. Suddenly she spoke. "Oh, She was glad that he could not see the
Mr. Dutilh, how much money does a tears that gushed across her eyelids,
ble on herself.
Leila let her In at the door, but she model earn?"
"Three cheers for you ! I'll be there
was In a militant humor. She said,
"You mean what salary do I pay? In a Jiffy. You couldn't arrange to
get fifteen or dine with me, could you? Or could
"Hollo!" grimly and stepped back for Common clothes-horse- s
Daphne to enter. Daphne found Bay' sixteen dollars. Better lookers get you?"
ard still aglow with Interrupted quar better pay. You're worth a thousand
Again she answered, "Why not?"
rel. He said, "Hello!" with a dismal a week at least. Want a Job?"
Duane's voice rang back: "Tip-top- !
"Yes."
connotation.
You've made me happy as a box of
His smile was quenched. He studied pups. I'm half-wa"What do yon suppose that brother
there already.
of yours orders me to do now?" 6aid her across his cup. He saw the anx
curiosity.
iety in her
Leila, whirling Daphne toward her.
CHAPTER XIX.
"What's the matter?" he said. "Has
"I can't Imnglne," said Daphne, In
credulous of Bayard's ordering Leila he run off with another girl, or do you
When Duane came tip to the door
expect to go fishing for a millionaire
to do anything.
he greeted her with the beaming Joy- "He wants me to go to Dutilh and in my pond?"
ousness of a rising sun. He praised
put up a poor mouth and humiliate my"I need the money. Tve had hard her and thanked her for lending him
solemaly
so
said
It
Daphne
self."
luck."
her time. The elevator that took their
Bayard snatched Daphne to him that he grew solemn, too.
bodies down took her spirits up. She
"That's too bad! Well, I've got noted that he had not brought his big
and stormed : "She bought the clothes,
didn't she, without consulting me? more girls now than I need. Nobody car with his chauffeur. He stowed
She wouldn't send 'em back as you did as beautiful as you, of course, but I her Into a powerful roadster built for
yours; she wore 'em out, paraded 'em suppose I could let some one go."
two. But she had no inclination to
before othtr men there In Newport
"Oh, I couldn't think of thatt"
protest. The car caught them away
while I was slaving here. And now
"Neither could I. Well, I'll squeeze and they sped through Central park
that Dutilh insists on money that I you In somewhere. But I can't pay with lyrical, with dlthyramblc, sweep,
haven't got. and can't get, erne won't you as much as you are worth. Would
"The trees! how wonderful they
even go explain It to htm. That's all
urn in twenty dollars a week inter are!" she cried.
I ask her to explain it to hlra and est you?"
They had been wonderful for weeks,
ask him ta be patient so that I won't
"It would fascinate me."
but she had thought them dismal.
"All right, you're engaged. Yon can
be sued. I can't stand that. I've bad
"They're nothing to what they are
every other calamity but I've never begin next Monday." He turned to In Westchester," said Duane. "We're
been sued for debt. I ask Leila to go Leila. "Do you want a Job, too?"
going to have a look at them and
tell him about my hard luck and my
"No, thank you!" Leila snapped
dine up there somewhere."
fine prospects play fair with him
Her eyes were blacker than ever with
"Are we?" was all she said.
e
cheeks
and' with me. But will she do it? No! rage, and her
And he said, "We are."
me."
anything
do
for
not
could
She won't
She
curdled with shame.
After they left the park and reDaphne was swayed by his emotion. trust herself to speak. Her brunette entered the hard streets she found the
She pleaded: "Why don't you, Leila? beauty had the threat of a storm- - courage to remind him : "But you said
You have such winning ways. I'll go loaded thundercloud.
you had something Important, to tell
with yon."
When she and Daphne had taken me. What was It?"
Leila hesitated, then answered by their departure, Leila still dared not
"Miss Kip, you've played the very
taking up her hat and slapping It on speak to Daphne on the way home, devil with me. I thought I was Im
her head. She pansed, took It off She dared not speak to her at all.
mune to the lover germ, but well, I
again, and went to her room, unhookLeila brought triumph to Bayard. She told you the truth about going abroad
knew
went;
gown
she
she
as
ing her
told him what Dutilh had told her of to shake off the the fever the
that In asking favors one should wear his willingness to wait for his money. Daphnitls that attacked me. But
one's best appearances.
Bayard embraced Leila and hailed couldn't get you out of my mind for
Bayard grumbled, "How are you her as an angel. When she had taken long, or out of my heart at all. I'm a
your
office?"
along
at
getting
full toll of her success, she told Bay- sick man, Miss Kip, a lovesick man.'
Daphne felt unable to Intrude her
"Mr. Duane, you mustn't I can't al
own troubles on his. She shrugged
low you really!"
her shoulders. It Is a kind of white
V
"Oh, yes, you con!" he said, and
Lie, the shrug.
sent
the car ahead with a plunge.
"Hang on to your Job as long as you
lou re going to listen to me for once,
can, old girl, for you'll have to support
You can't help yourself. I'm not going
us nil, I guess. You're the only one of
to hurt you. I Just want you to help
cent.
us that can get a Job or earn a
me a little. I went up In the BerkThat's the advantage of being a pretty
shires and tried to get my sanity back.
girl."
but I couldn't! I couldn't even play
tell
Daphne was almost moved to
golf or cards or drink. People drive
him some of the disadvantages of beme crazy. I can't get interested in
f anything
ing a pretty girl, but she felt that the
or anybodv but you."
own
time was unfit for exploiting her
please
"Mr.
Duane,
You oughtn'i
woes. She ached for some one to disto
I beg you. I have no right "
close them to, but she withheld them.
"Oh, I know you're engaged to Clay
Leila came In, arrayed In her very
Wlmburn.- He's a nice kid. I'm not
finest. She was fmlling In the conwith hlra. I'm not trytentment of beauty at Its best. "When
ins to cut him out I couldn't if
you ask credit you've got to look as
would. I like him. I'd like to help
If .you didn't need It," she said.
him, and your brother, too. I don'
unThey found Dutilh in a state of
mean to be impertinent, either; but
usual excitement and exhaustion.
well, the main thing Is, I want to beg
There were few customers in his place
you to let me see you once In a while.
and he left them to the other sales"I want to take you out riding and
people. He advanced on Leila and
dining and dancing and you can take
Daphne and gave a hand to each.
Wlmburn along if you've got to, but
"Why, oh why in the name of Paul
want you to save my life somehow
And, by the Lord Harry ! I think it will
Polret didn't you come iu a week ago?
save yours. You don't look well, my
The pirates have taken every decent
deal" Miss Kip. It breaks my heart
gown I had. The sewing women are
working like mad to reproduce 'em,
to see it. No, I don't believe you're
getting as much fun out of life as you
but there's nothing left fit to show,
except to Pittsburgh nnd Plattsburg Leila Felt a Rapturous Desire to Kiss ought to. There Isn't much fun In the
world any more, but what little's left
tourists. Where did you get that awful
Him and Call Hirn Names of Gratl
rag you have on?"
Is very precious, and I want you to get
tude.
"Here," said Leila.
all that's going. Won't you let me help
"Oh, of course, I remember. It's ard what Daphne had done. She told you go after it? Won't you?
They swung up to a height that com
beautiful. Sit down. I'm dead. Have it simply, without emphasis, knowin;
manded a vast reach of the Hudson.
a cigarette? Have a cup of tea? Oh, its effect
"Daphne!" he roared. "You asked Between Its banks It seined to be
Miss Galvey tea for three, please. I
didn't forget either of yod when I was Dulllh for a position among his river of wine. The western sky was
In Paris. I have a siren gown for you, models? Great Lord of heaven, I'll tele like a forest of autumn leaves with tie
last sad red pitifully beautiful, since
Sirs. Kip, that will break your heart graph father to come take you home.'
"That's all right," Daphne taunted. It must turn so soon to rust
with Joy. You'd murder to get It. And
In a spirit of haste the fleetly spin
for you, Miss Kip well, you'll elm "You'll send the message collect, and
ly be indecently demure In the one I he'll never be able to pay for it so he'll ning wheels murmured, "Why not, why
never know what he missed."
not, why not
call 'Innocence.'"
Daphne was a trifle shocked, but
"But surely we are not such beggars
Before the sunset had quite relin
quished the sky the moon was over
Leila's eyes filled with tears at the that"
mockery of such talk. She moaned
"Who has any money? Who has any- the horizon the harvest moon, huge
"I didn't come to buy. I came to thing left to pawn f '
and close and of a meditative mein,
apologize and beg for mercy. ' I owe
"But there must be other Jobs."
It paled and dwindled as It climbed,
you a lot of money, and I haven't a
"Get me ore."
but its power seemed to grow.
enL"
"There mutt be some other wax,"
It left Daphne more alone with

Duane, a little afraid of him and of
the cloamine. They emerged above
the chain of Crotón lakes and 'ran
across the big dam and wound along
the shore, crossing Iron bridge after
iron bridge, till they came to a little
roadside inn whose lights had a yel
low warmth.
"We're slopping here for dinner,- If
'
you don't mind," said Duane. .
111 at éase, hut
trifle
was
a
Danhne
she was hungry, too, and the adventure
was exhilarating. There were not
many people at the tables, and they
were of an adventurous cast as well.
When Duane had given his order he
asked DsDhne If she would Join the
rest of the diners who had left their
She shook her head
chairs to
and he did not urge her.
But bv the time their dinner was
sprved nnd eaten the nagging. Inter
minable music had played away near
ly all her scruples.
When Duane looked at her with an
appealing smile, she smiled back, nod
ded and rose. He leaped to his feet
and took her in his arms.
Somehow, It was not mere dancing
now. He had told her that he lovea
her. There was In his embrace an
eagerness that was full of deference,
but full of delight as well. After all,
she was alone with him In a company
that seemed not to be very respectable,
and was growing less so every hour.
Her feet and all her limbs and every
muscle of her reveled In the gambol,
'
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ache and torture.
Suddenly but quietly upon thl cur
rent of her thoughts, a- thought of
Duane's was launched like a skiff con
genial to
He spoke almost
as softly as a thought at first with a
quaint shock such as a boat makes,

launched.
"How often do you go to church?"
he said, whimsically.
"Why never, I'm afraid," aha
gasped In surprise.
"You were planning to be married
In church?"
"Such funny questions I Yes, of
course."

but her heart and mind and conscience
were troubling her till she stopped
short at last and said:
"I'm sorry, but I I'd rather not
dance any more here."
Duane paused in a moment's
chagrin. Then he sighed: "All right,
They retreated to their table, and he
looked at her sadly, and she sadly at
hlra. Then he seemed to like her even
better than before, and he said, with a
very tender smile:
"Want to go home?"
"If yon don't mind."
When they came out upon the veran
da of the hotel the lake was a vast
charger of frosted sliver among the
hills. They stood admiring It for a
moment and the music from the hotel
seemed to come from another world.
He helped her Into the car and they
whisked away southerly.
He returned to the road along the
Hudson, and It was so beautiful In the
moonglow that It seemed a pity to
hurry through the wonderland at such
speed. And what was she going back
to that she should be In such haste?
She hinted as much to Duane, and
he bettered the suggestion.
Not only
did he check the speed, but at one
wooded cliffslde with a vista of pecullor majesty he wheeled out of the
road and stopped the car, shut down
the chuttering engine and turned off
the strenuous lights.
They sat utterly contént till Duane
shook off the blissful stupor. They
could not stay here thus forever. They
could not stay much" longer. It was
growing cold and late.
He did not dure to look at Daphne.
He did not quite need to. He could
Imnglne her pretty head and the
drowsy, adorable eyes, the lips pursed
with childish solemnity, the throat
stem in the urn contour of her shoul
ders, the vaselike curves of tier young
torso. He Imagined these from mem
ory, for they now were swaddled In a
thick niotorcout. But without turning
his head he could see her little Lands
clasped Idly at her knees, the little
gloves turned back at the wrist. He
thought that he would like to take
thera in his he would like to take all
of her in his arras, Into his heart, into
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"Why?"
"Oh, it wouldn't be nice not to."
"You don't believe In divorce, then?"
yes

"Oh

yes,

Indeed

If

people

don't get along together. I think it's
wicked for people to live together If
they don't love each other."
"It's love, then, that makes mar
riage sacred?"
"Yes. Yes, indeed ! Of course I"
"Is it all right for two .people who
are not Christians to live together according to their creeds?"
"How do you mean?"
"Well, the people who flved before
there were any Christians or people
who never heard of Christianity was
It all right for thera to marry?"
"Of course."
"It's not any one formula, then, that
makes marriage all right?"
"Of course not, It's the the "
"The love?"
"I think so. It's hard to explain."
"Everything Is, Isn't it?"
"Terribly."
There was more silence. He took
a cigar from his pocket, held It beShe said,
fore her for permission.
"Please." He struck a match. She
glanced at his face, in the little limelight of the match. It was very handsome. A pearl of drowsy luster
gleamed In the soft folds of his tie.
The hands sheltering the match were

fin-

by some
ger Into it her
womanly instinct.
"Now you're married to me," said
ring-fing-

He Could Imagine Her Pretty Head,

MARKET

the-tid-

It drifted past her and she put her

Ti'

LATE

-

splendid hands.
She watched the clgnr fire glow and
fade and the little turbulent smoke
veils float into the a'r and die. One
of them formed a wreath, a strange,
frail, writhing circlet of blue filaments.

y

red-whit-

ing but expense of money

Duane.

There was a sudden movement of
his hands as if to seize upon her. She
recoiled a little; his hands did not
pursue her. They went back to the
steering wheel and clung to It fiercely. She turned from his eyes, but he
gazed at her cheek, and she could feel
the blood stirring there in a blush.
"If you loved me, would you marry
me?" he said.
I'm going to marry
"I I love
somebody else."
When?"
"Some day."
"If you're not happy with him, will
you leave hlra?"
"Oh, but I'll be happy with him."
"So many people have said, that I
You've seen how seldom It worked.
If you ceased to love him, or he you,
would yon lea?e him?"
"'If Is a large order. Maybe."
"Wouldn't It be wiser If two people
who thought they loved could live together for a while before they mar
ried?"
She felt her muscles set as If she
would rise and run away from such
words. "Mr. Duane I I don't think It's
nice even to be talking of such things.
Besides, it's growing late."
"It's not so late as It would be 11
you married a man and found that
your marriage was a ghastly mistake."
"Hadn't we better start back?"
"Please don't leave me Just yet
This Is very solemn to me, I've been
studying you a long time, trying to
get you out of my mind, and only get
ting you deeper In my heart I love
you."

"I don't believe It"
"I know it"
"Then you oughtn't to tell me."
"Not tell a woman you love herí
Not try to save her from wrecking hei
life and my own?"
"How wrecking my her life?"
"I believe that If you marry Clay
Wlmburn you'll be unhappy. He can't
give you a home. He can't buy you
clothes. He can't support you."
"That's not his fault, Just now
with the hard times and the war.
Please let's go home."
"To my home?"
That Insolence was too appalling to
answer, or even to gasp at, or protest
against It stunned her. He took ad
vantage of her daze to explain, hur
riedly :
"You're not going to be one of those
silly,
idiot girls that
man can't talk to earnestly and frank
Of course you're
ly, are you now?
not You're not one of those poor
things whose virtue consists in being
Insulted every time anyone appeals to
his keeping. you? No, you're
Yet he did not want to marry her. their intelligence, are
yon want to
He did not admire marriage in its re a fine, brave soul, and
and so do
truth,
know
about
the
truth
sults as he saw them In other people,
Like many another, hé cherished
"I'm a decent enough fellow at
wicked Ideals because the everyday
I want to do the right thing
heart
virtues worked out so imperfectly, so
Uve squarely as well as the next
and
unbeautifully.
fellow. I've got a sense of honor, too,
Daphne was musing almost as
of a sort, and I take Ufa pretty seri
vaguely. On the river a yacht at an
ously.
chor poised like a swan asleep. She
"I tell you, the world Is all turned
would like to own a yacht On the topsy-turvthe last few years. The
opposite side of the river along the
old rules don't rule. They never did,
road she could see motorcars like in
people pretended to believe In 'em,
quisitive crickets with gleaming eyes but
Now we're not so afraid of the troth
and feelers of light. She would like
In science or history or religion or
to own a motor or two.
anything. We want to know the troth
If she were the wife of as rich
and live by it
man as this man at her side, how
TO BE CONTINUED.)
quickly she could help her father and
Bayard and the wretched victims of
The Way Out
the massacre in Europe and so many
If a man or a machine Is unable to
people yes, and even Clay, poor, accomplish a task It should be turned
dear, hopeless, helpless Clay Wlm- over to a woman and a hairpin. Lon
burn, to whom she had brought noth don Answer.
y

Cattle.
steers, cb. to prime. . .818.25
steers, good to cholea. 11.60
Fat steers, fair to good... 9.00
10.00
Heifers, prim
Cows, fat, (food to choice.. 10.00
8.00
Cows, fair to good
7.75
Cows, medium to fair
,
8.80
Cows, canners
7.00
Bulls
18.60
Veal calves

Pat
Fat

IToaa.

14.09
12.75
11.2

ll.fi
11.60
.69
8.00
5.60
9.5

16.09

t20.S3 320.TJ

Good hoes

Sheen.
Lambs, fat, springers, good
to choice
iio.ouiffio.ea
Lambs, fat, springers, fair
14.60(9116.09
to Brood
8.60 10.00
Yearlings
uwes,
good to choice
.761
(shorn)
Dressed Poultry.
The following erices on dressed poul
try are net V. O. R. Denver:
"
8
Turkeys, No. 1
35
Turkeys, old toms
J
iuraeys, choice
?!
82
Hens, lb
2
22
Ducks, young
18
Oeese
01
15
Itoosters

........

Lire I'onArr.

Turkeys, Í lbs. or over
Hen
Ducklings
,
Goslings
Hroilers. 1919

28
2$
26
25
45

25

10

Co

012

Eggs.
Eggs, strictly fresh, casa
count

10.00

Ilutter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade
Process butter
Packing stock
Vrult-

4

40

-

Apples, Colo., box

S3.5035.OO

rruto

Anrli-nt-

53
50

1.60'ÍIÜ.OO

Cantaloupes, fit, crate
Gooseberries, crate
Strawberries, Colo., pts.,

1.40ffl.5O

crt.

1.75 yi 2.2 a

5.0005.69

Vegetables.
15
Asparagus, Colo
I 12
Beans, Navy, cwt......... 8.00 1.00
4.59
Í.50
Beans. Pinto, cwt
.25
Beans, Lima, lb
.12
.10
green,
i
Beans,
lb
.15
Beans, wax, id
4.00
3.50
Beets, new. cwt
.75(31 1.00
Cucumbers, h. h., doz.
.40
.26
Leaf lettuce, h. h., do....
.90
.60
Lettuce, head, doz.,
.20
.16iU
Unions, table, doz
6.50
6.000
Onions, new, cwt...
.07 ((I .08
Peas, new, lb
peas, new, Telephone, id..
.10$ .11
.06
Potatoes, new, per lb.....
1.50( 2.00
Potatoes, old, cwt
.800 .55
Radishes, long hothouse.,
.400 .60
ttadishes, round, hothouse.
5.00
Turalps, new, cwt

.....

HAY AND Gil A IX.
pa-Ifarmers, f. ó. b. Denver.
By U. S. Bureau of Markets.)

(Prices

Wheat, hard winter, cwt. .83.8003.8314
2.35
Oats, white Neb. No. 8. cwt.
Y'low corn, No. 8,8, cwt...
3.40
cwt,..,
Mixed corn. No.
2.60
Feed barley, cwt
South Park hay No. 2, ton.36.00 37.00
25.00
Alfalfa, No. 1, new, ton...
8.00
Straw, ton

'

FLOUR ANO SCGAR.
Prices by U. S. Bureau of
Markets.)
flour (in quarters,

(Wholesale

Wheat
sacks),
halves and 100-l'.
85.6005. ((
ner cwt.
Cornmeal, yellow and white,
per cwt
i.2ub.
10.08
Sugar, granulated, per cwt.
b.

HIDES AND PELTS.
Denver Price List.
Dry Flint Hides.
Butcher, 18 lbs. and up
Butoher, under 16 lbs
Fallen, all weights.
Hulls and stags
Culls
Dry salt hides (c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool

88o
88a
36a
22c
20o

pelts

Short wool pelts.
Butcher shearings
No. 2 and murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts
Green Salted Hides, Etc.
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up. No. 1
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
Bulls, No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins

27c
32o
25a
14o
22o
20c
19c
13o
12c

llo
2284o

Kip, No. 1
Kip, No. 2
Calf. No. 1
Calf, No. 2

20022a
85

40c

82037c

20a
Branded kip and calf. No. 1
19o
Branded kip and calf, No. 2
per
hides,
lb.
less
cured
lc
than
Part
cured.
Green hides, 2c. per lb. less than
cured.
Greca Salted Ilorsehlde.
No. 1
19.00fl0.09
8.00$ 9.00
No. 2
Headless, 60c less.
$2.00 to) 6.00
Ponies and glue

Miscellaneous

Markets.

Eastern Livestock.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, $ 20.60 21.35 ;
heavy weight, 120.85 21.25; medium
light weight.
weiffht, $20.5021.40;
20.6021.-(0Hyht light, $18.75(0)21.01);
heavy packing sows, smooth, 220.00(9
20.60; packing sows, rough, $19.000
19.86; pigs, $17.5018.75.
Cattle Beef steers, medium and
heavy weight, choice and prime, $14.50
15.50; medium and good, $12.36
common,
14.60;
light
$11.0012.40;
weight, good and choice, $13.40016.00;
common and medium, $10.0013.60;
butcher cattle, heifers, $7.75 fe' 13.60;
cows, $7.40 12.25; canners and cutters, $6.00fa7.40; veal calves, light and
handy wel'Kht, $17.25018.25; feeder
steers,
$9.25 12.75 ; stocker steers,
$8.0012.00.
Lambs, 84 pounds down.
Sheep
$15.00(8)17.50; culls and common. $8.69
014.60; yearling wethers, $10.2514.00;
ewes, medium, good and choice, $6.50
(g) 8.76;
culls and common, $2.60 6.00.
;

Chicago Produce.
Chicago. Butter
Creamery, Í5&
50 He.
Eggs Firsts.
ordinary
firsts, 88 (9)38 He; at mark, cases included, S839c; storage packed firsts,
42 He; extras, 42tt43c.
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls, SOo.
Potatoes New, steady. Bliss Triumphs, No. 1, cariota, $3.00 8.50 cwt.;
jrisn coDDiers,
Virginia, 17.007.29
barrel: do, Carolina, $4.
5.50. Old.
no sales.

4041c;

Cash Grain In Chicago.
Chicago. iCorn No. 8 yellow, 11, 78
1.804; No. 4 yellow, 1.78; No. 6 yel
low, nominal.
Oats No. S white, l9tt07Ottc
Rye No. 2, $1.44.
Barley 81.14 1.22.
Timothy $9.00 11.00.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $34.80.
ttiba 827.25 (32100.
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What Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound Did
For Ohio Woman.
Pnrtflmnntíi. f)hn "I ntT-Irregularities, pains in my aide and was
ao weag ai umei 1
could hardly gat
arouna to ao my
work, and as I had
lour in my family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia EX
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compoand
was recommended
to me. I took it
and it has restored
my health. It is
medicine for woman's ailments I ever
saw." Mrs. cARA SHAW, K. No. 1,
FortsmouÜi, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
meuicine ana wrote uus letter in order
that other suffering women may find
cene ma ene aio.
Women who are suffering as sha was
should not drag along from day to day

without giving this famous root and
lierb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a trial. For special
advice in regard to soch ailments writ
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,Lynn,
Mass. The result of Its forty yean
experience is at your service.
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Cat Doaa's at Any Store, 60s Bo

DOAN'S
FOSTER-MO-
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DAD BREATE!
Often Caused by
Aeid-Ofomo- oii
How can anyone with a sour, gassy
stomach, who Is constantly belchinf, has
heartburn and suffers from Indigestión have
anything- but a bad breath? All of thee
stomach disorders mean Just one thing
EATON1C,
the wonderful new stomach
remedy In pleasant Uatlng tablet form that
you eat like a bit of candy, brings quick
relief from these stomach miseries. EATON-1- C
sweetens the breath because It makes the
stomach sweet, oool and comfortable. Try It
for that nasty taste, congested throat and
"heady feeling" after too much smoking.
may cause you
If neglected,
a lot of serious trouble. It leads to nervousness, headaches, Insomnia, melancholia,
sciatica, heart trouble, ulce:
rheumatism,
and cancer of the stomach. It makes Its
millions of victims weak and miserable,
listless, lacking In energy, all tired out. It
often brings about chronlo Invalidism, prematuro old age, a shortening of one's days.
Tou need the help that EATONIC can give
you if yon are not feeling as strong and
well as you should. Tou will he surprised
to see how much better you will feel just as
soon as you begin taking this wonderful
stomach remedy. Get a big 60 cent bos
from your druggist today. Ho will return
your money If you are not eausnea.

ATONIC
roa rom
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For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
t,
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noral Edward J. Gillespie with their wives about to start from New York on the second les
f their Journey from "France to Frisco." A American circus performance for the Yanks at
Bordeaux '

f

Tiat I Get Rid of Tksss Ugly Spats
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
ashamed of your freckles, aa Otlilne double
strength Is guirsnteed to remore these homely
spots.
Simply

get
an onnee
of Othlne doable
strength from your druggist, and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon see
that oren tbe worst freckles hare begun to
while tbe lighter ones hare vanished entirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce
Is seeded to completely clear the skin and gala
a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for tbe double strength Othlne,
as this is sold onder guarantee of money back
If It falls to remota freckles. Adr.

Jap Farmer Prosperous.
In sharp contrast with the condition
In industrial and commercial centers,
Japanese fanners show wonderful
prosperity. This, according to Gentaro
Shlinura, president of the Hypothec
bank of Japan, is because of the high
price of rice and cocoons.
Verge of Happiness.

The man who is always waiting for
He Are you huppy, dear?
prosperity to come usually gives opShe I'm within a hat and two
portunity a cold reception.
gowns and a parasol of being so.

Save the Babic

.

e

France, awaiting transportation hone.

MORTALITY ia omethina; frightful. We can hardly realise that
born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o
per cent,
or nearly
die before they reach one' year; thirty-aeve- n
d,
per cent, or more than
before they are five, and one-ha-lf
before
they are fifteen I
We do not hesitate to say that a timely nse of Castoria would save
many of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
of these infantile deatha are occasioned by the nse of narcotic preparations.
Drops, tinctures and aoothinjr syrups told for children's complaints contain
Thaw ara. In entiaMauMa nnantitiaa
more Or lesa onium or mornhtna.
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead"
to congestiona, sickness, death. There can be no danger in the use of Caa-vona u it Dears me signature oí unas. ii. rietcher
as it contains no opiates or narcotice of any kind.

INFANT the children
one-quart-
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states until the constitutional amendment goes Into effect on January 16.
At present there is considerable con
fusion concerning the scope and the
enforcement of the emergency law. A
federal court has ruled in favor of
beer and wine containing not to ex
per cent of alcohol and In
ceed 2
many localities the dealers are taking
a chance and dispensing those drinks.
In most states the old and new laws
on prohibition prevent even this. In
any case the jjjanufactur andjale f
all (Tricks with the greater alcoholic
content are barred and Attorney General Palmer has ordered rigid enforcement of the law relating to them.
The "wets" have been making a
same but losing fight, and the "drys"
have refused to yield at any point.
Tbe forces of the latter In congress
are' planning to pass measures to prevent the country from going on a
basis between the
time of demobilization and January 16,
and to put a stop to the sale of weak
beer and light wines at once, regardless of court rulings.
Though the United States is now the
only "dry" country, there may be another before very long, for the United
Kingdom alliance, encouraged by the
success of the American prohibitionists,
has opened a campaign to put Great
Britain on the same basis. American
whisky-drinkin-

t,

P

;

W. PICKARD.
To Fish Along Siberian Coast
The United States has launched the
Japan has recently completed sev- great experiment
Just after the
eral large fishing craft, and has oth- treaty was signed that nominally
ers under way, which are to work brought the war to an end, our waralong the coast of Siberia.
Catches time emergency prohibition act went
in these waters amount to about
Into effect and the entire country bea year.
came officially "bone dry." Presumably .demobilization will be completed
Never trade autos with a gink who within two
months or so, and there
cheats himself playing solitaire.
win be a "wet spell" at least in some

bloodT
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"Kidney
and bladder trouble
had been with me
for years. My trouble was from uric
acid poisoning, which
had .rotten Into my.

;

J

By EDWARD

Colo., says:

'
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Á Colorado Case
W. A. J. Hill, retired barber, 1216
Routt Ave., Pueblo,
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finished blandly,

spondent attacks or disordered kidney
action, get after the cause. Use Doan'i
Kidney Pills, the remedy that has
been tried out for you by thousands. .

-
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in the kidney, bladder inflammation,
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dropsy or fatal Bright'i disease. So it
you are suffering with a bad back, have
dizzy spells, headaches, nervous, de-

r

'

l

Those agonizing twinges across the
mail of tbe back, that dull, throbbing
ache, may be your warning of serious
kidney weakness serious, it neglected,
for it might easily lead to gravel, stone

'

s

í
'
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Suitable After All.
This young Frenchman had learned How the United States Launched
nis bngiisii in France and found that
The Great Experiment of
It was often quite different from that
used in the United States. After he
National Prohibition.
bad been over here a little more than
a month his host asked him to substitute in his place at his card club. And
be accepted.
EMERGENCY LAW
EFFECT
When he entered the clubroom he
tried as usual to make a speech which
would be both complimentary and ex- President
Returns Home to Take Up
planatory. "Ladies and gentlemen,"
Fight for League of Nations Senahe began, "I come not as a regular but
tor Borah Chargea That Wall
Street Is Financing League of
The word "substitute" would not
Natlona
Propaganda British
come to his memory. He knew that
Dirigible
Meets With
"volunteer" was not the suitable one.
Disaster When Near End
"I come not as a regular, but as a
and then came one as a cavalier," he
of Voyage.

Stop That Backache!
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weak, and lame, and
I had rheumatic
nslns. Mv kirlnVR
were out of order
ana got me up at
night. I used Doan's
Kidney Fills and
they made me feel
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

g

methods will be followed and American speakers imported. London correspondents- predict that to 'deprive the
Britisher of his ale, porter and beer
would almost precipitate a revolution.
British labor is against prohibition,
but so is American labor; and It may
be that John Bull will in the not distant future be reduced to drinking
"lemon squashes" and "minerals." The
world will watch the American experiment, one of the greatest ever made
In economics, with intense Interest.
His great task abroad completed so
far as might be, President Wilson has
returned to his domestic duties. On
the homeward trip he signed bills and
read documents and otherwise prepared himself for the contest that confronts him in tbe United States. The
goal he has set for himself Is the ratification by the senate of the peace
treaty, including the covenant of the
League of Nations. Victory will not
come easily, though It probably will
come, maybe after the covenant has
been amended to meet the objections
now made by a considerable number
of senators. Those who are against
the league in any forra are very few,
but stubborn. If Mr. Wilson Is equally stubborn, the whole matter Is likely
to become a partisan issue despite the
efforts of many party leaders to prevent this. It Is intimated that, If the
senate makes evident its Intention to
refuse to ratify, the president will
withhold the treaty for the time being,
and that would at once make It an out- party question. There Is pret
cedent for such a course.
If the issue la put up to the people
and-ou-

to decide, they have had plain warn- his life from the allleR. but that thev
ing that, in case the United States still purpose to try him for his crimes
becomes a member of the League of is evidenced by their warning to HolNations, It will be called on soon to land not to penult him to escape from
begin assuming international duties Dutch territory, and by Lloyd George's
and responsibilities.
Dispatches from announcement In the house of comParis say President Wilson will pro- mons that William will soon be placed
pose to congress the acceptance of a on trial in London.
mandate for Constantinople and for
Armenia.
All matters concerning the peace
treaties are now In the hands of the
Senator Borah, rampant opponent of new council of five, comprising Lanthe league, broke out in a new place sing, Pichón, Balfour, Tlttonl and
last week, with charges that the propa- Maklnq. Tlttonl let it be known that
ganda of the league to enforce peace, Italy wished all territory taken from
headed by
Taft, is Austria to be definitely disposed of
financed by Wall street, Mr. Taft's or- in the Austrian treaty, which meant
ganization glories in the fact that most tht that pact could not be formulated
of its financial, support conies from for sime time and not without a promen of big business and broad vision. tracted debate over the Flume ques"It may be," said Senator Borah, tion especially.
The Chinese delegates said they ex"that the occasion for the opposition
upon the part of small men is not a pected, to sign the treaty with Auslimitation of vision; It may possibly tria, In which they found nothing obbe that their Investments are hot the jectionable, and thereby gain admissame and their Interests are not the sion to the League of Nations despite
the withholding of their signatures
same.
"It may be that they are confining from the German treaty. China probthemselves to the interests of thelf ably will make a separate peace with
Germany.
In refusing to sign the
own country and believe In the traditions and policies of their country, and, German treaty the Chinese delegates
their Instructions from
it may possibly be that . those who disobeyed
take a wider view of the matter are, Peking, being Influenced by the south
those who have large investments In China revolutionaries.
other countries, and who propose to
The Turkish delegation to Paris
have more Investments there, which investments will be worth very little un- was sent back home In a hurry beless they are underwritten by the Unit- cause Its Ideas concerning the maintenance of the Ottoman empire were
ed States government."
It is not easy to see why American quite contrary to the plans of the albusiness men should be criticized be- lies. These .plans, however, are still
inchoate. Greece, which wanted poscause they wish to see peace permanently established in Europe so that session of Constantinople and realizes
they can resume trade, commerce and that she cannot have it, Is urging that
Industry with the Europeans., An in- the United States accept the mandate
stance of what they are getting ready for that city as well as for Armenia,
to do is supplied by the news that but there is more than a chance that
three great American construction con- the Americans would not agree to
cerns have been awarded a contract this. Meanwhile the Greek forces In
for the rebuilding of the Nancy district Asia Minor are fighting three Turkish
of France at an estimated figure of armies over which the government of
Turkey says It has no control.
'250,000,000, which sum may be doubled.

Dispatches from Weimar declared
that the national assembly would at
once take up the peace treaty and that
a majority for its ratification was
The.GermaijS had been notified that the blockade woúÍdb"e lifted
as soon as the pact were ratified, and
they expressed the hope that German
prisoners of war would be released at
the same time. As an earnest of their
good intentions the Germans ceased all
warfare on the Poles simultaneously
for some time and not without a
Released fiom danger In that
direction, the Poles turned all their
attention to the
e
front, starting a
In
s.

Galiclan-Volhynla-

n

counter-offensiv-

which

they claimed

to have broken

tbe Ukrainian resistance and regained
control of Important towns and railways. There Is no assurance, however, that Germany will not again
break out on the east front, for according to correspondents she has, since
the armistice, reorganized an army of
about 1,000,000 men and gathered
equipment for three times that nuin-- '
ber, Including as many airplanes as
she had when she surrendered. Oí
course all this is contrary to the
terms Germany accepted, and if the
stories are true the allies will have
to get busy again. The Germans can
be trusted in one respect, and one
only. They will evade the treaty If
It is possible for them to do so.
The French foreign office gave out
the texts of the proposed agreements
of France with the United States and
Great Britain designed to protect
France against unprovoked aggression
by Germany. The pacts differ in that
Great Britain "consents to come" to
the rescue of France, while the United
States "will be bound to come immediately."
Various plans are being devised by
the Germans to save the former kaiser
from trial and punishment, including
the formation of a national league
for the "protection of bis freedom and
forlife." Von Bethmann-Hollwe-

It was predicted in Washington that
with the return of President Wilson
there would be a radical change in
the government's policy toward Mexico. Senator King of Utah, Democrat
said the administration would practically Issue an ultimatum to Carranza, demanding guarantees for the protection of American lives and property in Mexico and hinting at intervention by the United States. The
public has just learned the facts concerning the brutal murder of John W.
Correll, an American
citizen, neai
Tamplco on June 16, and the assault
on his wife. There Is every reason to
believe that Carranza soldiers were
the perpetrators of those shocklni
crimes.
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Genuine Caatorla always bear tbe signature
Whale Fat Is Eaten.
The last annual report of the United
Stales commissioner of fisheries states
that in 1914 Denmark used 20,000 barrels of hardened whale fat in the marga rln industry.
Preparations are under way in Norway for utilizing this material in the
same way. The product is said to keep
and taste well. Whale fat Is even better suited for making lard.
In this connection it is stated that

Direct Shot
Barrister Now, sir, you have stated
under oath that this man had the appearance of a gentleman. Will you be
good enough to tell the Jury how a
gentleman looks, In your estimation?
Witness Well, er a
gentleman looks er like er
Barrister I don't want any of your
"ers," sir ; and remember that you are
on oath. Can you see anybody In this
courtroom who looks like a gentleDown-Trodde-

n

experiments are In progress In the man?
United States with fish oils to deterWitness I can If you'll stand out of
mine the possibility of making them the way. London
suitable for use In the human dietary.
Frenchman on Princeton Staff.
Lieut. Louis Cons, who was delegatDon't Forget Cuticura Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisite. ed by the French government as tutor
An exquisitely icented face, skin, baby In French to the family of the former
and dusting powder and perfume, ren- German emperor before the war, has
dering other perfumes superfluous. been appointed assistant professor of
You may rely on It because one of the French In Princeton university. After
Cuticura Trio (Soap, Ointment and the outbreak of the war Lieutenant
Talcum). 25c each everywhere. Adv. Cons was assigned to the intelligence
department of the French army. At
one time he was a member of the facThey Appreciate Usv
Henry Ford said at a Dearborn din ulty at Bryn Mawr college.
Tit-Bit-

ner:

When a woman plays whist she
"Since the war the good people
across the herring pond appreciate us measures out the cards as if she were
almost too generously. The great Eng- going to make a pudding.
lish soap king, Lord Leverhulme, who
Some men are as hard to get along
only works his hands, by the way, six
hours a day, said recently of our mar- with as balky horses.
velous American quantity production:
"'They tell me that if a man in
America is making a watch and drops
tt on the floor, he can make a new one
quicker than he can stoop and pick
SHOULD TAKE
the other up.' "
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Ha That Tired Feeling.
"I like hit weather, don't you?"
"When i gets too blamed
work." l.toston Transcript

PHOSPHATE

hot to

OIL FIELDS

Nothing Like Plain
Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
to Increase Strength, Vigor
and Nerve Force.

ta

Judging- - from the countless preparations
and treatments which are continually boina; advertised for the purpose of making
thin people fleshy, developing- arms, neck
and bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
angles by tna
oft curved
lines of health
beauty,
and
there are evidently t h o
Fort Worth, Texas. Fortunes are
of men
being made In the new Texas oil fields.
and women
Small Investments of $100 have in
who keenly
ieel their exsome instances earned as much as
cessive thin$15,000.00.
Eighty companies in the
ness.
Burkburnett field alone paid $30,000,-OM.OThinness and
Weakness
ara
In the last four months.
piten
due to
s
Co.,
Oil & Refining
The
separate leases on
nerves.
Our
with twenty-sineed
bodies
acres, Including the Burkburnett
phosmora
"wonder pool," covers some of the
phate than la
In
most promising fields near drilling
contained
foods.
modern
wells In Texas. This company Is ofy a I clans
h
P
GEORGIA HAMILTON.
fering treasury stock at par, $10 per
claim there is
share, and will drill Its first well In nothing that will supply this deficiency
so
well
phosphate
known
the organic
the Burkburnett field as soon as pos among asdruggists
as
sible.
which Is Inexpensive and Is sold by most
under a guarantee of satisAt the rate that the good oil com all druggistsmoney
or
back. By feeding the
panies are selling their stock, the faction
nerves directly and by supplying the body
s
Company's
&
Refining
Oil
cells with the necessary phosphoric food
should produce
treasury stock should all be soldqulck-ly- . elements,
welcome transformation In the appearIf you want to make money In aance;
the increase in weight frequently
Texas oil write name and address being astonishing.
in weight also carries with tt
plainly and enclose money order pay- a Increase
general Improvement In the health.
able to the company for as many Nervousness,
sleeplessness and lack of
shares as you want. One share costs energy, which nearly always accompany
should soon disappear,
thinness,
$10, 6 shares $50, 10 shares $100, and excessive
dull eyes ought to brighten, and pale
so on.
glow
with
cheeks
the bloom of perfect
s
Oil 4 Refining Co., W. A. health. Miss Georgia Hamilton, who was
one
frail,
reporting her own
thin and
Sampsel, Trustee, 42 Petroleum Build- experience,
has
writes:
ing, Fort Worth, Texas. Capital stock brought about a magic transformation
50,000 shares. 20,000 shares treasury with me. I gained ii pounds and nevar
before felt so well."
stock to be sold for development.
la
CAUTION: Although
AdT. unsurpassed for relieving nervousness,
Send for further Information.
sleeplessness and general weakness. It
should not, owing to Its tendency to Increase weight, be used by anyone who
A Natural Question.
Weary "Did you ever see a dog does not desire to put on flesh.
Walker
what would eat dirt?"
THEY RFMEAD
D1SBAKB
"What? Has some dog been
n4
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Having lived to see the triumph ol
the cause for which she labored foi
many years,
Howard Shaw,
honorary president of the Natlona!
Dr.-Ann-

American Woman's Suffrage association, passed away at her home it
Moylan, Pa., at the age of seventy-oyears. During the war Doctor Shaw
did excellent work as chairman of thi
women's committee on the council ol
national defense, and for this she had
Just been awarded the distinguished
service medal.
n
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Burk-Texa-

The first "balloon" to cross the Atcomlantic, the British dirigible
manded by Major Scott, which was tt
have arrived at Roosevelt field, Min
eóla, N. Y, late in the afternoon ol
July 5, came to grief in the Bay ol
Fundy, between Nova Scotia and Nem
Brunswick. A United States destroy
er was dispatched to her aid from th
Otter Cliff station at Bar Harbor, Me
The airship evidently was followlnj
the coast line in a southwesterly direc
tlon toward New York. The dlrlglbl
started from East Fortune, Scotland
at 1 :48 on the morning of July 2, and
despite the accident, the achievement
is considered In aviation circles as i you?"
success. The new motor that was installed worked splendidly until neai
Taxing bachelors may not boost the
mer imperial
chancellor,
formally the end of the voyage, and the crew matrimonial game, but It Is apt to enasked the allied and associated pow- of 23 men, including one American courage emigration.
ers to place him on trial instead ol had nothing but praise for the conduct
ihe former emperor, assuming respon- of the big airship before that.
Rests, Befres&si. Soaiheis
sibility for all the acts for which
Scores of army and navy ofllcert
William is blamed. The German gen- were at Mineóla to welcome the Brit
Strong and Healthy." If
thev Tire, Smart Itch, or
eral staff, which resigned, agreed to Ish flyers, and general sympathy wai
-- C Eurn, if Sore, Irritated,
Km
withdraw its resignations If the gov- expressed. During the voyage the dl
H LX
Inflamed or Granulated,
ernment would promise not to give up riglble had been In almost constanl
often. Safe for Infant or Adult
the
for arraignment before touch, by wireless with ships, and BaeMtirine
At all Druftrltts. Write for Free Eye Book.
a court William la In no danger of nearlng the end, with shore stations Ks!üt Eje Kemedy CB)puy.Ciicigtill.S.le
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Turn AtíátA
Patriotism.
Pocahontas Star SYeif Jones, our
Patriotism, magical emotion, which
makes yon rise superior to all ob- worthy postman, ha J purchased nn
stacles, support all weariness, willing- auto In which he carrier the mails on.
ly accept all necessary discipline and weekdays and the females on Sunduy,
Boston Transcript.
joyfully face all dangers. Joifce.
Admired Hia Pluck.
"Well," said Uncle Si Bruggins after
a solo by a fashionable church choir
tenor, "If that ain't the rudest thing I
ever saw. Just as soon as that young
man began to sing, every other mem'
ber of the choir stopped. But he went
through with It, and I must say I admire his spunk." Boston Transcript

Water Protects Coal.
An Interesting result of recent es
periments with coal Is the demonstra
tlon of the benefits of submerging th
mineral In water. Coal deteriorate
In the air, and there is the danger o
spontaneous combustion, while whei
submerged not only wr.s the fire dan
ger eliminated, but scarcely any dc
terloration was shown. Experiment
ally, coal kept In the air showed fron
2 to 10 per cent ot loss In nine months
while when submerged
there wa
scarcely any loss at all.
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Secret of Coneenti'JftionV
One reason for the remakabT pow
era of concentration possessed if
some Is the Intense love of tlielr work)
Into which they throw thPmselve
with such ardor ns to forget every
thing else about them. And
i
olí, I the secret of all success- -f
forget oneself in one's work . nntT tt
become a part of that work Itself att
st; achieve "forgetting and forgot?'
of a IT abnot except the one task tC
which force, physical and mental, ha
been- brought.
i
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Pinion Unnecessary Battle.
Very dHamnti was the conclusion of
the Peninsula- war. Wellington hnd
tfrfrcmph at Toulouse, the
Just won-hitcasualties mr both sides numbering
some 15,000'. and the armies were rejoicing or;
when a tired
courier rodé' up' te announce that Napoleon had abdicated fire days before,
and the war was over.
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eo much better. "I simply will not
Finally
mwHwd
nave mother' coolsituation:
declared .Susan.
"Jlotlier," lx snid,.
gating to
"What'll
the sweet shock your pride- nniR adt iwernl
tooth cf the
if I stopTTTears to your lit fWiri'jJ o- no- more
mother resiy
;ing nt th i'ookiug this sui.
Susan prc- nve young.
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Mother
mtle, lir:
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success; a hí.
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iRegistered French Percheron Stallion,

LEOPOLD

99421

over-tune-

1

Recorded, Percheron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
lay M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.
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NATIONAL BISCUIT
Susan entel-wSgscltooi' ojicm-.TOMPANY
,2u Zn niarshma
lunch-- t.M t,
J
at recess,
The only reason
Mother was glad. She ww üí.-- .
things were not said about the des- sert was because the family ran by supplying cleanly hakcrf; 7,. r?
made of best materials,, aia.iiix C
eut of adjectives.
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A Triumph of
Toughness

BBg

t
1
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E0UCATÍN' SEliESCi

Comeborty "slipped one over" on'1
he Colored Development battalion1 at
Camp Travis, nn nifhongh the jbkij
fit first created' consternation nmongt
the members, it has worked untoM!
pood in the eases--o- í'
more than
them.
Crude Tools, Artistic Work.
When the order foe rtemobinwiirrtr
The natives of Torres straits, first reached Cimip Travis, rumens
n.nke numerous- - orna- spread thick and' fast as to what-wa;Queensland,
ments out of tortoise and pearl shells. going to- be done- with '.he control-troopsHair combs, earrings, finger rings,
Some were- told they ww!-goinchains and brooches made of tortoise
to be sent tf Germany, whew
shell and Inlaid with mother-of-penheard they wouM b required tw- reFnan-care given an artistic finish. And often build torn-uand Belgium,
the only tool used is a knife or a while some even; heard that-anrivallpiece of broken glass.
ing army of nogrwes was going toheor-- .
gaiilzed to restore- eruditions in JSwsstn.
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And yet, the 'Royal Cord pos
sesses amazing buoyancy and life.,
That's the secret of this famous,
lire's success.

fc
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Valuable African Tree.
A tree known as the shea is beginning to attract commercial attention In
Western Africa. It supplies the natives
not only Willi nuts, which they highly
prize, but with a butter that may
nn arlicle of commercial importance.
It is already exported to
where makers of artificial butter
find use for it.
.'s
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Give them to boys
and girls with apple cauce cr
ULlll tJiKvtvu ii uik. J.JLUW uii;t.i Lilt Llit..j L,

George Cochrane, Keeper- -
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Snaps.

The Mills Percheron Horse Company,

.
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$12.50 for Season. Impregnator

Armageddan.
Armageddon, mentioned In Kevla
tiin 10:H, whs the plain of Esdraelon,
the scene ;f Israelitisli victories, and
hence the term is used to signify the
scene of a momentous test, oí any
kind, especially of u decisive battle.
It was used by the Progressive
convention in 1912, and has
boon frequently used In connection
with the war.
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Service by experienced breeder each Monday, Wednesday, Friday and
.Service Reserved
Saturday, at 3 P.M. Fast TimeJ.
Care will be taken to prevent accidents but will not be respon-ibl- e
should any occur.
Parting with, or removing mare from the neighborhood forfeits insurance and season becomes due and payable at once, mare standing for same,

Plzarro's Famous Voyage.
December 28 Is the anniversary ot
the fifth start of Pizarro, in 1530, frora:
1'anama for Peru. The daring voya-- 1
.Ror refused to. give up his dream of
finding gold in the Andean kingdom,
The success of his enterprise from a1
money standpoint astounded the world
'"úmT resulted In the conquest of thej
- Incas.
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Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North of ROY,
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New Store
LUJAN & SON

d

OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

We Buy Butter and Eggs;
A t Ilichest Market Prices
ce.
Hid,s, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Prodi

G roceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Clothing

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRÓNAGE

REMIGIO LOPEZ

JUAN LUJAN

of those reports,
The most
however, was that before any nina- eonld
get his discharge- f mm the army lie must
learn to read and write, and that lie
own name to, his dis-- .
must sign
charge papers. Now, the GoWed De- -.
velopntent bitttallon is made up chiefly
o Illiterates and only a fef of them
know the alphabet. Anyway, the
saw no hooe for future freedom
Immediately
to work I
unless thc-"edncnHn themselves,'' as some of"
It.
them
The report reached an. officer of tr
Army Y. M. C. A. mid h iinmedlatniy
saw nn opportunity of poshing his
work in tiles hitherto
The result has been
ranks.
that In the hattiilin. more than, one
hundred negroes hato learned to, read
and write and now one of. the fils in
the organization Is. for the nun t carry
spelling books Mid- readers around
villi then). Kvej-- time nn nfOnr Isn't
looking many of the men can, be found,
nt their favorl.Ve pastime of, "uducaliij,''
themselves."
to this 300 others vh
In nddltle
at some tlwe or ociier lúid1 learned to
rend and write, but wh through wgU
pence hud forgotten how, wero ahí
to "brush up" and refresh their memo
ríes to an extent that they sr able
to do botii again.
There are some 200 others in the
battalion who had been la school ns
far as the thin) grade, and these have
taken up stir.lles which aro In advance
of those grades. Three soldier teachers and three "Y" secretaries have
handled these classes which have been
In session from 9 ta 11:30 o'clock In
the morning nnd from 1 :13 to 4 in the
afternoon.
Olllcers In charge at Camp Travl
are highly pleased with this work, and
say It Is among tho most Important
being done ny me education,!. UnlHon of the T, M. C. A.
Su-- t.
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luxury of easier riding.
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Ready-to-We-

Hardihood that 'means many
extra miles, combined with the
Let us put 'Royal Cords' on your
car. They are the utmost in equipmentthe finest tires in the world.
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
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We know United Statea Tires are good tires, Thats why we
sell them

Liberty Garage Roy,

Brennan Merc. Go, French

